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FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS FOR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS ON
NONCOMMUTATIVE TORI, I
GIHYUN LEE AND RAPHAE¨L PONGE
Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a parametric pseudodifferential calculus on noncom-
mutative n-tori which is a natural nest for resolvents of elliptic pseudodifferential operators.
Unlike in some previous approaches to parametric pseudodifferential calculi, our parametric
pseudodifferential calculus contains resolvents of elliptic pseudodifferential operators that need
not be differential operators. As an application we show that complex powers of positive elliptic
pseudodifferential operators on noncommutative n-tori are pseudodifferential operators. This
confirms a claim of Fathi-Ghorbanpour-Khalkhali.
1. Introduction
Noncommutative tori are among the most well known examples of noncommutative spaces. For
instance, noncommutative 2-tori naturally arise from actions on circles by irrational rotations. In
general, the (smooth) noncommutative torus associated with a given anti-symmetric real n ˆ n-
matrix θ “ pθjkq is a (Fre´chet) ˚-algebra Aθ that is generated by unitaries U1, . . . , Un subject to
the relations,
UkUj “ e2ipiθjkUjUk, j, k “ 1, . . . , n.
When θ “ 0 we recover the algebra C8pTnq of smooth functions on the ordinary torus Tn “ pR{
Zqn. (We refer to Section 2 for a summary of the main definitions and properties regarding non-
commutative tori.) The recent work of Connes-Tretkoff [8] and Connes-Moscovici [7] is currently
spurring on an intensive research activity on the construction of a full differential geometric appa-
ratus on noncommutative tori (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 28, 29, 30, 38]). One specific issue
is the taking into account of the non-triviality of the Takesaki-Tomita modular automorphism
group. This is a purely noncommutative phenomenon.
An important tool in this line of research is the (local) short time asymptotic for heat semi-group
traces Trrae´tP s, where P is some Laplace-type operator and a P Aθ. In particular, the second
coefficient in this asymptotic is naturally interpreted as the so-called modular scalar curvature
(see [7, 8]). The derivation of this asymptotic heavily relies on the pseudodifferential calculus for
C˚-dynamical systems announced in the notes of Connes [3] and Baaj [2]. It was only recently
that detailed accounts on this ΨDO calculus became available (see [22, 23, 28]; see also [44]).
Nevertheless, there is a general understanding that the needed asymptotics can be obtained by
implementing in the setting of noncommutative tori the approach to the heat kernel asymptotic of
Gilkey [16] (see [7, 8, 28]). This actually requires a version with parameter of the pseudodifferential
calculus on noncommutative tori that is similar to the parametric ΨDO calculus of Gilkey [16]
and Shubin [41] (see [28]).
The parametric ΨDO calculus of [16, 41] is a natural nest for the resolvent pP ´ λq´1 when P
is an elliptic differential operator. However, when P is more generally a non-differential elliptic
ΨDO the resolvent pP ´ λq´1 falls out this parametric calculus. In fact, the calculus does not
contain non-differential ΨDOs, and so in this case even P and P ´ λ are not in this parametric
calculus. As a result, the approach of [16] does not allow us to derive short-time asymptotics
for traces TrrAe´tP s when P or A are not differential operators. Similarly, the approach of [41]
does not allow us to construct complex powers P s, s P C, when P is a “non-differential” elliptic
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ΨDO (compare [40]). One approach to remedy is to use the weakly parametric pseudodifferential
calculus of Grubb-Seeley [19, 20].
The aim of this paper is to construct a parametric ΨDO calculus on noncommutative tori which
is a natural receptacle for the resolvent pP ´ λq´1, where P is an elliptic ΨDO that need not be
a differential operator. This parametric ΨDO calculus is inspired by the parametric Heisenberg
calculus of [32, 33]. Its construction avoids some of the technical difficulties of the construction
of the weakly parametric pseudodifferential calculus in [19, 20]. In addition, it contains as a
sub-calculus the version for noncommutative tori of the parametric pseudodifferential calculus
of [16, 41] (see [34]). This paper can considered as a first step toward a general functional calculus
for elliptic pseudodifferential operators on noncommutative tori. In forthcoming papers we are
planning on presenting applications of the parametric ΨDO calculus of this paper toward the
following objectives:
(i) Short-time asymptotics for traces Trrae´tP s, where P is an elliptic differential operator
and a P Aθ.
(ii) Construction of complex powers P s, s P C, of elliptic pseudodifferential operators P as
holomorphic families of pseudodifferential operators.
(iii) Precise study of the singularities of zeta functions ζpP ; sq “ TrrP´ss of elliptic pseudo-
differential operators P together with corresponding variation formulas when we let P
vary.
(iv) Extension of (i) to short-time asymptotics for traces TrrAe´tP s, where A and P are allowed
to be non-differential ΨDOs.
In [16, 41] the parametric ΨDOs are associated with symbols with parameter,
(1.1) ppx, ξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
pm´jpx, ξ;λq, pm´jpx, tξ; twλq “ tm´jpm´jpx, ξ;λq,
where w is a given positive number and the asymptotic expansion is meant in the sense that the
remainder terms are Opp|ξ| ` |λ| 1w q´N q as |ξ| ` |λ| Ñ 8 with N arbitrarily large. Symbols of
differential operators ppx, ξq “ ř aαpxqξα fit into this framework, but the symbols of classical
ΨDOs ppx, ξq „ řjě0 pm´jpx, ξq do not fit in as soon as there are infinitely many non-zero
homogeneous components pm´jpx, ξq.
The observation in [32, 33] is that we may afford to be somewhat loose with λ-decay. Namely,
it is enough to require the remainder terms in the asymptotic expansion (1.1) to be Op|λ|d|ξ|´N q
where N is still arbitrarily large, but d is some fixed real number. This allows us to construct
complex powers P s, s P C, of a given elliptic ΨDO P as holomorphic families of ΨDOs, including
when P is not a differential operator. With some additional work this allows us to study the
singularities of the zeta functions ζpP ; sq “ TrrP´ss and ζpP,A; sq “ TrrAP´ss (where A is a
ΨDO) together with establishing uniform boundedness along vertical lines (at least when P is
strongly elliptic). A standard Mellin transform argument (see, e.g., [21]) then provides with short
time asymptotics for TrrAe´tP s. Therefore, this approach provides us with a sensible alternative
to using the weakly parametric pseudodifferential calculus of [19, 20].
The parametric pseudodifferential calculus presented in this paper implements this approach
on noncommutative tori. We refer to Section 3 for a review of the main definitions and properties
of the pseudodifferential calculus on noncommutative tori. Given any m P R, the space of m-th
order (standard) symbols SmpRn;Aθq consists of maps ρpξq P C8pRn;Aθq such that Bβξ ρpξq is
Op|ξ|m´|β|q in Aθ. The ΨDO associated with a symbol ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq is the (continuous)
linear operator Pρ : Aθ Ñ Aθ given by
(1.2) Pρu “ p2piq´n
ĳ
eis¨ξρpξqα´spuqdsdξ, u P Aθ,
where the above integral is meant as an oscillating integral over Rn ˆRn and Rn ˆAθ Q ps, uq Ñ
αspuq is the ˚-action of Rn on Aθ such that αspUmq “ eis¨mUm, m P Zn. We are more especially
interested in ΨDOs associated with classical symbols. They are symbols with an asymptotic
expansion ρpξq „ řjě0 ρm´jpξq, where ρm´jpξq is homogeneous of degree m´ j.
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A first issue to address in the construction of the parametric pseudodifferential calculus is the
general shape of the domains of the parameters λ. For deriving short-time heat trace asymptotics
we may take these domains to be cones (where by a cone we shall always mean a cone with vertex at
the origin). However, the construction of complex powers of elliptic operators involves integrating
over contours in the complex plane that wind around the origin. Such contours cannot be inside
a cone with vertex at the origin. We take the domains to be (open) pseudo-cones, where by a
pseudo-cone we mean a connected set that agrees with a cone off some open disk about the origin
(see Section 4 for the precise definition). For instance, we obtain pseudo-cones by pasting/cutting
disks or annuli to/from cones.
Given a pseudo-cone Λ and d P R, a HoldpΛq-family in a locally convex space E is a holomophic
family that is Op|Λ|dq in E as λ goes to8 (the precise definition requires some uniformity condition;
see Definition 4.11). Intuitively speaking, the parametric ΨDO calculus of this paper is meant to
be a Hold-family version of the ΨDO calculus on noncommutative tori. The spaces of standard
symbols SmpRn;Aθq mentioned above are Fre´chet spaces. Given a pseudo-cone Λ and m, d P R,
the space of standard parametric symbols Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq is just the space of HoldpΛq-families in
SmpRn;Aθq. The space of (classical) parametric symbols Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq consists of parametric
symbols that have an asymptotic expansion,
ρpξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
ρm´jpξ;λq, ρm´jptξ; twλq “ tm´jρm´jpξ;λq, t ą 0,
where w is some positive number and the asymptotic expansion is meant in the sense that the
remainder terms can be made to be Op|λ|dqOp|ξ|´N q in Aθ with N arbitrary large (see Section 4
for the precise meaning).
If we denote by Θ the conical part of Λ (i.e., Λ agrees with Θ off some open disk about the
origin), then the homogeneous symbols ρm´jpξ;λq are defined on open sets of the form,
ΩcpΘq “
 pξ, λq P pRnz0q ˆ C; λ P Θ or |λ| ă c|ξ|w(.
Suitably cut-off homogeneous symbols give rise to standard parametric symbols (Lemma 4.34).
This implies that classical parametric symbols are standard parametric symbols (see Proposi-
tion 4.39 for the precise relationship). There is also a version of Borel’s lemma for parametric
symbols (see Proposition 4.43).
A parametric ΨDO is a family of ΨDOs Pρpλq associated via (1.2) with a parametric symbol
ρpξ;λq. We denote by Ψm,dpAθ; Λq the class of parametric ΨDOs that have a classical parametric
symbol in Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. The Hold-approach makes it simple to extend to parametric ΨDOs
the main properties of (non-parametric) ΨDOs via continuity arguments. This includes com-
position (Proposition 5.9), Sobolev regularity properties (Proposition 5.11), and Schatten-class
properties, including trace-class properties (see Proposition 5.14 and Proposition 5.15). For sake
of completeness we also introduce a class of parametric toroidal ΨDOs and show it agrees with
our original class of parametric ΨDOs (Proposition 5.25). This leads us to a characterization of
parametric smoothing operators (Proposition 5.31).
The heart of the matter of the paper is Section 6. Given an elliptic operator P of order w ą 0
with (classical) symbol ρpξq „ řjě0 ρw´jpξq we introduce its elliptic parameter cone,
ΘpP q “
ď
ξPRnz0
rC˚zSppρwpξqqs.
We shall say that P is elliptic with parameter when ΘpP q ‰ H (which we assume thereon). We
may regard P ´λ as an element of Ψw,1pAθ; Λq, even when P is not a differential operator. When
P is elliptic with parameter the parametric symbolic calculus of this paper allows us to get an
explicit construction of a parametrix for P ´ λ as an element of Ψ´w,´1pAθ; Λq, where Λ is any
pseudo-cone that is obtained by glueing to ΘpP q a disk about the origin (Theorem 6.8).
The existence of such a parametrix allows to give a somewhat precise localization of the
spectrum of P (see Theorem 6.10). More precisely, given any cone Θ such that Θz0 Ă ΘpP q,
there are at most finitely many eigenvalues of P that can be contained in Θ, and, furthermore,
}pP ´ λq´1} “ Op|λ|´1q as λ Ñ 8 within Θ. This implies that any ray contained in ΘpP q that
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does not cross the spectrum of P is automatically a ray of minimal growth (see Corollary 6.15).
The existence of such a ray is an important ingredient in the complex powers of elliptic operators
(see, e.g., [40]).
If we let ΘˇpP q be the cone obtained from ΘpP q by deleting rays through eigenvalues of P , then
ΘˇpP q is still a non-empty open cone (see Lemma 6.16). The main result of Section 6 states that the
resolvent pP´λq´1 is an element of Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq, where ΛpP q is obtained by glueing to ΘˇpP q
any disk or marked disk about the origin that does not contain any eigenvalue of P (Theorem 6.19).
Combining this result with the properties of parametric ΨDOs provides us with sharp Sobolev
regularity properties and Schatten-class properties for the resolvent pP ´ λq´1. Namely, for any
s P R, the resolvent pP´λq´1 is an Hol´1`apΛpP qq-family inL pH psqθ ,H ps`awqθ q for every a P r0, 1s
(Proposition 6.21) and, if we set p “ nw´1, then this is also an Hol´1`pq´1pΛpP qq-family inL pq,8q
for every q ě p (Proposition 6.22). Furthermore, we have sharp asymptotic estimates for the traces
of operators of the form,
A0pP ´ λq´1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨AN´1pP ´ λq´1AN , Aj P Ψaj pAθq,
provided that ´Nw` a0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` aN ă ´n (see Proposition 6.23). Such operators often appear in
resolvent expansions.
In [27] we shall apply the above results to construct complex powers P s of an elliptic ΨDO
as holomorphic families of ΨDOs. As a preview of this we show when P P ΨwpAθq is an elliptic
ΨDO with positive principal symbol and positive spectrum its complex powers P z, z P C, are
ΨDOs (Theorem 7.3). This implies that, for any elliptic ΨDO P P ΨwpAθq the absolute value
|P | “ ?P˚P and its complex powers |P |z, z P C, are ΨDOs as well (Theorem 7.5). It was
mentioned without proof in [12] that complex powers of positive elliptic ΨDOs on noncommutative
2-tori are ΨDOs. Thus, our results confirm the claim of [12]. In any case, we postpone to [27] a
more thorough account on complex powers of elliptic ΨDOs on noncommutative tori.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview the main facts on noncom-
mutative tori. In Section 3, we review the main definitions and properties regarding pseudodiffer-
ential operators on noncommutative tori. In Section 4, we introduce our classes of symbols with
parameter and derive some of their properties. In Section 5, we define our parametric pseudodif-
ferential operators and establish their main properties. In Section 6, given any ΨDO P that is
elliptic with parameter, we construct a parametrix for P ´λ in our parametric ΨDO calculus and
show that the resolvent pP´λq´1 is an element of this calculus. These results are used in Section 7
to show that the complex powers of positive elliptic ΨDOs are ΨDOs. In Appendix A, we review
basic facts on improper integrals with values in locally convex spaces. In Appendix B, we describe
the strong topology of L pA 1θ ,Aθq in terms of Sobolev norms. This includes a characterization of
bounded sets in A 1θ .
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2. Noncommutative Tori
In this section, we review the main definitions and properties of noncommutative n-tori, n ě 2.
We refer to [22], and the references therein (more especially [5, 35, 36]), for more comprehensive
accounts, including proofs of the results mentioned in this section.
Throughout this paper, we let θ “ pθjkq be a real anti-symmetric n ˆ n-matrix (n ě 2). We
denote by θ1, . . . , θn its column vectors. In what follows we also let Tn “ Rn{2piZn be the ordinary
n-torus, and we equip L2pTnq with the inner product,
(2.1) pξ|ηq “
ż
Tn
ξpxqηpxqd¯x, ξ, η P L2pTnq,
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where we have set d¯x “ p2piq´ndx. For j “ 1, . . . , n, let Uj : L2pTnq Ñ L2pTnq be the unitary
operator defined by
pUjξq pxq “ eixjξ px` piθjq , ξ P L2pTnq.
We then have the relations,
(2.2) UkUj “ e2ipiθjkUjUk, j, k “ 1, . . . , n.
The noncommutative torus Aθ is the C
˚-algebra generated by the unitary operators U1, . . . , Un.
For θ “ 0 we obtain the C˚-algebra C0pTnq of continuous functions on the ordinary n-torus Tn.
Note that (2.2) implies that Aθ is the closure in L pL2pTnqq of the algebra A 0θ , where A 0θ is the
span of the unitary operators,
Uk :“ Uk11 ¨ ¨ ¨Uknn , k “ pk1, . . . , knq P Zn.
Let τ : L pL2pTnqq Ñ C be the state defined by the constant function 1, i.e.,
τpT q “ pT1|1q “
ż
Tn
pT1qpxqd¯x, T P L `L2pTnq˘ .
In particular, we have
τ
`
Uk
˘ “ " 1 if k “ 0,
0 otherwise.
This induces a continuous linear trace on the C˚-algebra Aθ.
The GNS construction (see, e.g., [1]) allows us to associate with τ a ˚-representation of Aθ as
follows. Let p¨|¨q be the sesquilinear form on Aθ defined by
(2.3) pu|vq “ τ puv˚q , u, v P Aθ.
The family tUk; k P Znu is orthonormal with respect to this sesquilinear form. In particular, we
have a pre-inner product on the dense subalgebra A 0θ .
Definition 2.1. Hθ is the Hilbert space arising from the completion of A 0θ with respect to the
pre-inner product (2.3).
When θ “ 0 we recover the Hilbert space L2pTnq with the inner product (2.1). In what follows
we shall denote by } ¨ }0 the norm of Hθ. This notation allows us to distinguish it from the norm
of Aθ, which we denote by } ¨ }.
By construction pUkqkPZn is an orthonormal basis of Hθ. Thus, every u PHθ can be uniquely
written as
(2.4) u “
ÿ
kPZn
ukU
k, uk “
`
u|Uk˘ ,
where the series converges in Hθ. When θ “ 0 we recover the Fourier series decomposition in
L2pTnq. By analogy with the case θ “ 0 we shall call the series řkPZn ukUk in (2.4) the Fourier
series of u PHθ.
Proposition 2.2. The following holds.
(1) The multiplication of A 0θ uniquely extends to a continuous bilinear map Aθ ˆHθ ÑHθ.
This provides us with a unital ˚-representation of Aθ. In particular, we have
}u} “ sup
}v}0“1
}uv}0 @u P Aθ.
(2) The inclusion of A 0θ into Hθ uniquely extends to a continuous embedding of Aθ into Hθ.
In particular, the 2nd part allows us to identify any u P Aθ with the sum of its Fourier series
in Hθ. In general this Fourier series need not converge in Aθ.
The natural action of Rn on Tn by translation gives rise to an action on L pL2pTnqq which
induces a ˚-action ps, uq Ñ αspuq on Aθ such that
αspUkq “ eis¨kUk, for all k P Zn and s P Rn.
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This action is strongly continuous, and so we obtain a C˚-dynamical system pAθ,Rn, αq. We are
especially interested in the subalgebra of the smooth elements of this C˚-dynamical system, i.e.,
the smooth noncommutative torus,
Aθ :“ tu P Aθ; αspuq P C8pRn;Aθqu .
All the unitaries Uk, k P Zn, are contained in Aθ, and so Aθ is a dense subalgebra of Aθ. When
θ “ 0 we recover the algebra C8pTnq of smooth functions on the ordinary torus Tn.
For j “ 1, . . . , n, let δj : Aθ Ñ Aθ be the derivation defined by
δjpuq “ Dsjαspuq|s“0, u P Aθ,
where we have set Dsj “ 1i Bsj . When θ “ 0 the derivation δj is just the derivation Dxj “ 1i BBxj
on C8pTnq. In general, for j, l “ 1, . . . , n, we have
δjpUlq “
"
Uj if l “ j,
0 if l ‰ j.
More generally, given u P Aθ and β P Nn0 , |β| “ N , we define
δβpuq “ Dβsαspuq|s“0 “ δβ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ δβnn puq.
In what follows, we endow Aθ with the locally convex topology defined by the semi-norms,
(2.5) Aθ Q u ÝÑ
››δβpuq›› , β P Nn0 .
With the involution inherited from Aθ this turns Aθ into a (unital) Fre´chet ˚-algebra. It can be
further shown that Aθ is even a nuclear Fre´chet-Montel space (see, e.g., [22]).
In what follows, we denote by A ´1θ (resp., A
´1
θ ) the group of invertible elements of Aθ (resp.,
Aθ). Given any u P Aθ we shall denote by Sppuq its spectrum, i.e.,
Sppuq “  λ P C; u´ λ R A ´1θ ( .
Proposition 2.3 (see [4, 22]). The following holds.
(1) We have A ´1θ “ A´1θ XAθ.
(2) Aθ is stable under holomorphic functional calculus.
(3) For all u P Aθ, we have
Sppuq “ tλ P C; u´ λ :Hθ ÑHθ is not a bijectionu .
Let A 1θ be the topological dual of Aθ. We equip it with its strong topology, i.e., the locally
convex topology generated by the semi-norms,
v ÝÑ sup
uPB
| xv, uy |, B Ă Aθ bounded.
It is tempting to think of elements of A 1θ as distributions on Aθ. This is consistent with the
definition of distributions on Tn as continuous linear forms on C8pTnq. Any u P Aθ defines a
linear form on Aθ by
xu, vy “ τpuvq for all v P Aθ.
Note that, for all u, v P Aθ, we have
(2.6) xu, vy “ pv|u˚q “ pu|v˚q .
In particular, given any u P Aθ, the map v Ñ xu, vy is a continuous linear form on Aθ. This gives
rise to a continuous embedding of Aθ into A 1θ . In view of (2.6) it uniquely extends to a continuous
embedding of Hθ into A 1θ . This allows us to extend the definition of Fourier series to A 1θ . Namely,
given any v P A 1θ its Fourier series is the series,
(2.7)
ÿ
kPZn
vkU
k, where vk :“
@
v, pUkq˚D .
Here the unitaries Uk, k P Zn, are regarded as elements of A 1θ . It can be shown that every u P A 1θ
is the sum of its Fourier series in A 1θ (see [22]).
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3. Pseudodifferential Operators on Noncommutative Tori
In this section, we recall the main definitions and properties of the pseudodifferential calculus
on noncommutative tori [2, 3, 22, 23]. The exposition closely follows [22, 23] (see also [44]).
3.1. Symbols on noncommutative tori. There are various classes of symbols on noncommu-
tative tori. First, we have the standard symbols.
Definition 3.1 (Standard Symbols; see [2, 3]). SmpRn;Aθq, m P R, consists of maps ρpξq P
C8pRn;Aθq such that, for all multi-orders α and β, there exists Cαβ ą 0 such that
}δαBβξ ρpξq} ď Cαβ p1` |ξ|qm´|β| @ξ P Rn.
Remark 3.2 (see [22]). SmpRn;Aθq is a Fre´chet space with respect to the topology generated by
the semi-norms,
(3.1) p
pmq
N pρq :“ sup|α|`|β|ďN supξPRnp1` |ξ|q
´m`|β|}δαBβξ ρpξq}, N P N0.
Remark 3.3. Let pmjqjě0 Ă R be a decreasing sequence such that mj Ñ ´8. Given ρpξq in
C8pRn;Aθq and ρjpξq P Smj pRn;Aθq, j ě 0, we shall write ρpξq „ řjě0 ρjpξq when
(3.2) ρpξq ´
ÿ
jăN
ρjpξq P SmN pRn;Aθq @N ě 0.
Note this implies that ρpξq P Sm0pRn;Aθq.
Definition 3.4. S pRn;Aθq consists of maps ρpξq P C8pRn;Aθq such that, for all N ě 0 and
multi-orders α, β, there exists CNαβ ą 0 such that
}δαBβξ ρpξq} ď CNαβ p1` |ξ|q´N @ξ P Rn.
Remark 3.5. S pRn;Aθq “ ŞmPR SmpRn;Aθq.
Definition 3.6 (Homogeneous Symbols). SqpRn;Aθq, q P C, consists of maps ρpξq P C8pRnz0;Aθq
that are homogeneous of degree q, i.e., ρptξq “ tqρpξq for all ξ P Rnz0 and t ą 0.
Remark 3.7. If ρpξq P SqpRn;Aθq and χpξq P C8c pRnq is such that χpξq “ 1 near ξ “ 0, then
p1´ χpξqqρpξq P S<qpRn;Aθq.
Definition 3.8 (Classical Symbols; see [2]). SqpRn;Aθq, q P C, consists of maps ρpξq P C8pRn;Aθq
that admit an asymptotic expansion,
ρpξq „
ÿ
jě0
ρq´jpξq, ρq´j P Sq´jpRn;Aθq,
where „ means that, for all N ě 0 and multi-orders α, β, there exists CNαβ ą 0 such that, for all
ξ P Rn with |ξ| ě 1, we have
(3.3)
›››δαBβξ `ρ´ ÿ
jăN
ρq´j
˘pξq››› ď CNαβ |ξ|<q´N´|β|.
Remark 3.9. SqpRn;Aθq Ă S<qpRn;Aθq.
Remark 3.10. Let χpξq P C8c pRnq be such that χpξq “ 1 near ξ “ 0. Then ρpξq „
ř
jě0 ρq´jpξq in
the sense of (3.3) if and only if ρpξq „ řjě0p1´ χpξqqρq´jpξq in the sense of (3.2).
Example 3.11. Any polynomial map ρpξq “ ř|α|ďm aαξα, aα P Aθ, m P N0, is in SmpRn;Aθq.
Example 3.12. Set xξy “ p1` |ξ|2q 12 , ξ P Rn. Then xξyq P SqpRn;Aθq for all q P C (see, e.g., [22]).
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3.2. Amplitudes and oscillating integrals. We briefly recall the construction of the Aθ-valued
oscillating integral in [22] (see also [37]). In this setting the oscillating integral is defined on Aθ-
valued amplitudes.
Definition 3.13 (Amplitudes; see [22]). AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq, m P R, consists of maps aps, ξq in
C8pRn ˆ Rn;Aθq such that, for all multi-orders α, β, γ, there is Cαβγ ą 0 such that
(3.4) }δαBβs Bγξ aps, ξq} ď Cαβγ p1` |s| ` |ξ|qm @ps, ξq P Rn ˆ Rn.
Each space AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq, m P R, is a Fre´chet space with respect to the locally convex
topology generated by the semi-norms,
(3.5) q
pmq
N paq :“ sup|α|`|β|`|γ|ďN supps,ξqPRnˆRnp1` |s| ` |ξ|q
´m}δαBβs Bγξ aps, ξq}, N P N0.
If aps, ξq P AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq with m ă ´2n, then the estimates (3.4) ensure us that the Aθ-
valued map ps, ξq Ñ eis¨ξaps, ξq is absolutely integrable on Rn ˆRn (see [22]). Therefore, we may
define
(3.6) J0paq :“
ĳ
eis¨ξaps, ξqdsd¯ξ,
where we have set d¯ξ “ p2piq´ndξ. This defines a continuous linear map from AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq
to Aθ for every m ă ´2n (see [22]).
In the following we set A`8pRn ˆ Rn;Aθq :“ ŤmPRAmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq.
Proposition 3.14 (see [22]). J0 uniquely extends to a linear map J : A
`8pRn ˆ Rn;Aθq Ñ Aθ
that induces a continuous linear map on each amplitude space AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq, m P R.
More specifically, given χps, ξq P C8c pRn ˆ Rnq such that χps, ξq “ 1 near ps, ξq “ p0, 0q, let L
be the differential operator on R2n defined by
L :“ χps, ξq ` 1´ χps, ξq|s|2 ` |ξ|2
ÿ
1ďjďn
pξjDsj ` sjDξj q,
where we have set Dxj “ 1i Bxj , j “ 1, . . . , n. Note that Lpeis¨ξq “ eis¨ξ. Moreover, given any
m P R, it can be shown that the transpose Lt (in the sense of differential operators) gives rise
to a continuous linear map Lt : AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq Ñ Am´1pRn ˆ Rn;Aθq (see [22]). Successive
integrations by parts show that, given any aps, ξq P AmpRn ˆ Rn;Aθq, m P R, we have
Jpaq “
ĳ
eis¨ξpLtqN raps, ξqsdsd¯ξ,
where N is any non-negative integer ą m` 2n.
We call Jpaq the oscillating integral with amplitude aps, ξq. It is convenient write it as an
integral
ť
eis¨ξaps, ξqdsd¯ξ.
3.3. ΨDOs on noncommutative tori. Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R. Given any u P Aθ, it
can be shown that ρpξqα´spuq is an amplitude in Am`pRn ˆ Rn;Aθq, where m` “ maxpm, 0q
(see [22]). Therefore, we can define
Pρu “
ĳ
eis¨ξρpξqα´spuqdsd¯ξ,
where the above integral is meant as an oscillating integral. This defines a continuous linear
operator Pρ : Aθ Ñ Aθ (see [22]).
Definition 3.15. ΨqpAθq, q P C, consists of all linear operators Pρ : Aθ Ñ Aθ with ρpξq in
SqpRn;Aθq.
Remark 3.16. If P “ Pρ with ρpξq in SqpRn;Aθq, ρpξq „ ř ρq´jpξq, then ρpξq is called a symbol
for P . This symbol is not unique, but its restriction to Zn and its class modulo S pRn;Aθq are
unique (see Remark 3.33). As a result, the homogeneous symbols ρq´jpξq are uniquely determined
by P . The leading symbol ρqpξq is called the principal symbol of P .
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Example 3.17. A differential operator on Aθ is of the form P “ ř|α|ďm aαδα, aα P Aθ (see [3, 5]).
This is a ΨDO of order m with symbol ρpξq “ ř aαξα (see [22]).
Example 3.18. The Laplacian ∆ :“ δ21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δ2n is a selfadjoint unbounded operator on Hθ
with domain Domp∆q :“ tu “ řkPZn ukUk P Hθ; řkPZn |k|2|uk|2 ă 8u. It is isospectral to the
Laplacian on Tn. For all s P C set Λs “ p1`∆qs. Then Λs is the ΨDO with symbol xξys, and so
Λs P ΨspAθq (see [22]). In fact, the family pΛsqsPC form a 1-parameter group of ΨDOs.
3.4. Composition of ΨDOs. Suppose we are given symbols ρ1pξq P Sm1pRn;Aθq, m1 P R, and
ρ2pξq P Sm2pRn;Aθq, m2 P R. As Pρ1 and Pρ2 are linear operators on Aθ, the composition Pρ1Pρ2
makes sense as such an operator. In addition, we define the map ρ17ρ2 : Rn Ñ Aθ by
(3.7) ρ17ρ2pξq “
ĳ
eit¨ηρ1pξ ` ηqα´trρ2pξqsdtd¯η, ξ P Rn.
Here, for every ξ P Rn, the map pt, ηq Ñ ρ1pξ`ηqα´trρ2pξqs is an amplitude, and so the right-hand
side makes sense as an oscillating integral (see [2, 23]).
Proposition 3.19 (see [2, 3, 23]). Let ρ1pξq P Sm1pRn;Aθq and ρ2pξq P Sm2pRn;Aθq, m1,m2 P R.
(1) ρ17ρ2pξq P Sm1`m2pRn;Aθq, and we have ρ17ρ2pξq „ ř 1α!Bαξ ρ1pξqδαρ2pξq.
(2) The operators Pρ1Pρ2 and Pρ17ρ2 agree.
In the case of classical ΨDOs we further have the following result.
Proposition 3.20 (see [2, 3, 23]). Let P1 P Ψq1pAθq, q1 P C, have symbol ρ1pξq „ řjě0 ρ1,q1´jpξq,
and let P2 P Ψq2pAθq, q2 P C, have symbol ρ2pξq „ řjě0 ρ2,q2´jpξq.
(1) ρ17ρ2pξq P Sq1`q2pRn;Aθq with ρ17ρ2pξq „ řpρ17ρ2qq1`q2´jpξq, where
(3.8) pρ17ρ2qq1`q2´jpξq “
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
1
α!
Bαξ ρ1,q1´kpξqδαρ2,q2´lpξq, j ě 0.
(2) The composition P1P2 “ Pρ17ρ2 is contained in Ψq1`q2pAθq.
3.5. Adjoints of ΨDOs and action on A 1θ . Given a linear operator P : Aθ Ñ Aθ, a formal
adjoint is any linear operator P˚ : Aθ Ñ Aθ such that
pPu|vq “ pu|P˚vq @u, v P Aθ,
where p¨|¨q is the inner product (2.3). When it exists a formal adjoint must be unique.
Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R, and set
(3.9) ρ‹pξq “
ĳ
eit¨ηα´trρpξ ` ηq˚sdtd¯η, ξ P Rn.
For every ξ P Rn, the map pt, ηq Ñ α´trρpξ ` ηq˚s is an amplitude, and so the right-hand side
makes sense as an oscillating integral (see [23]).
Proposition 3.21 (see [2, 23]). Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R.
(1) ρ‹pξq P SmpRn;Aθq, and we have ρ‹pξq „ ř 1α!δαBαξ rρpξq˚s.
(2) Pρ‹ is the formal adjoint of Pρ.
We have the following version of this result for classical ΨDOs.
Proposition 3.22 (see [2, 23]). Let P P ΨqpAθq, q P C, have symbol ρpξq „ řjě0 ρq´jpξq.
(1) ρ‹pξq P S sqpRn;Aθq, and we have ρ‹pξq „ ř ρ‹sq´jpξq, where
(3.10) ρ‹sq´jpξq “ ÿ
k`|α|“j
1
α!
δαBαξ rρq´kpξq˚s , j ě 0.
(2) The formal adjoint P˚ “ Pρ‹ is contained in ΨsqpAθq.
An application of Proposition 3.21 is the following extension result.
Proposition 3.23 (see [23]). Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R. Then Pρ uniquely extends to a
continuous linear operator Pρ : A 1θ Ñ A 1θ .
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3.6. Sobolev spaces. Let ∆ “ δ21`¨ ¨ ¨`δ2n be the Laplacian on Aθ. Given any s P R, the operator
Λs “ p1`∆q s2 is a (classical) ΨDO of order s (cf. Example 3.18). Therefore, by Proposition 3.23
it uniquely extends to a continuous linear operator Λs : A 1θ Ñ A 1θ .
Definition 3.24 (see [23, 43, 47]). The Sobolev space H
psq
θ , s P R, consists of all u P A 1θ such
that Λsu PHθ. It is equipped with the norm,
}u}s “ }Λsu}0, u PH psqθ .
Proposition 3.25. H
psq
θ is a Hilbert space.
In terms of the Fourier decomposition u “ řukUk in A 1θ we have
u PH psqθ ðñ
ÿ
kPZn
p1` |k|2qs|uk|2 ă 8,
}u}2s “
ÿ
kPZn
p1` |k|2qs|uk|2, u PH psqθ .(3.11)
We have the following version of Sobolev’s embedding theorem.
Proposition 3.26 (see [23, 47]). If t ą s, then the inclusion of H ptqθ into H psqθ is compact.
As the following result shows the Sobolev spaces provide us with a natural “topological” scale
of Hilbert spaces interpolating between Aθ and A 1θ .
Proposition 3.27 (see [23, 31, 43]). The following holds.
(1) We have
Aθ “
č
sPR
H
psq
θ and
ď
sPR
H
psq
θ “ A 1θ .
(2) The topology of Aθ is generated by the Sobolev norms } ¨ }s, s P R.
(3) The strong topology of A 1θ coincides with the inductive limit of the H
psq
θ -topologies.
We have the following Sobolev mapping properties of ΨDOs on noncommutative tori.
Proposition 3.28 (see [23]). Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R.
(1) Pρ uniquely extends to continuous linear operator Pρ :H
ps`mq
θ ÑH psqθ for every s P R.
(2) If m ď 0, then Pρ uniquely extends to a bounded operator Pρ : Hθ Ñ Hθ. This operator
is compact when m ă 0.
3.7. Toroidal symbols and ΨDOs. In this section, we recall the relationship between standard
ΨDOs as defined above and the toroidal ΨDOs considered in [18, 29, 39].
LetA Z
n
θ denote the space of sequences with values inAθ that are indexed by Zn. In addition, let
pe1, . . . , enq be the canonical basis of Rn. For i “ 1, . . . , n, the difference operator ∆i : A Znθ Ñ A Z
n
θ
is defined by
∆iuk “ uk`ei ´ uk, pukqkPZn P A Z
n
θ .
The operators ∆1, . . . ,∆n pairwise commute. For α “ pα1, . . . , αnq P Nn0 , we set ∆α “ ∆α11 ¨ ¨ ¨∆αnn .
We similarly define backward difference operators ∆ “ ∆α11 ¨ ¨ ¨∆αnn , where ∆i : A Znθ Ñ A Z
n
θ is
defined by
∆iuk “ uk ´ uk´ei , pukqkPZn P A Z
n
θ .
Definition 3.29 ([29, 39]). SmpZn;Aθq, m P R, consists of sequences pρkqkPZn Ă Aθ such that,
for all multi-orders α and β, there is Cαβ ą 0 such that››δα∆βρk} ď Cαβp1` |k|qm´|β| @k P Zn.
Definition 3.30. S pZn;Aθq consists of sequences pρkqkPZn Ă Aθ such that, for all N P N0 and
α P Nn0 , there is CNα ą 0 such that
}δαρk} ď CNαp1` |k|q´N @k P Zn.
Remark 3.31. S pZn;Aθq “ ŞmPR SmpZn;Aθq.
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Following [29] (see also [18]) the ΨDO associated with a toroidal symbol pρkqkPZn P SmpZn;Aθq,
m P R, is the linear operator P : Aθ Ñ Aθ given by
Pu “
ÿ
kPZn
ukρkU
k, u “
ÿ
ukU
k P Aθ.
Any standard ΨDO is a toroidal ΨDO. More precisely, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.32 (see [8, 22, 39]). Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R.
(1) The restriction of ρpξq to Zn is a toroidal symbol pρpkqqkPZn in SmpZn;Aθq.
(2) If pρpkqqkPZn P S pZn;Aθq, then ρpξq P S pRn;Aθq.
(3) For all u “ řkPZn ukUk in Aθ, we have
(3.12) Pρu “
ÿ
kPZn
ukρpkqUk.
Remark 3.33. Using (3.12) we get
(3.13) ρpkq “ PρpUkqpUkq´1 “ PρpUkqpUkq˚ for all k P Zn.
Thus, the restriction to Zn of ρpξq is uniquely determined by Pρ. Combining this with the 2nd
part shows that the class of ρpξq modulo S pRn;Aθq is uniquely determined by Pρ.
Conversely, toroidal symbols can be extended to standard symbols of the same order as follows.
Lemma 3.34 ([39, Lemma 4.5.1]). There exists a function φpξq P S pRnq such that
(i) φp0q “ 1 and φpkq “ 0 for all k P Znz0.
(ii) For every multi-order α, there is φαpξq P S pRnq such that Bαξ φpξq “ ∆αφαpξq.
(iii)
ş
φpξq “ 1.
Let φpξq P S pRnq be a function satisfying the properties (i)–(iii) of Lemma 3.34. Given any
toroidal symbol pρkqkPZn in SmpZn;Aθq, m P R, define
(3.14) ρ˜pξq “
ÿ
kPZn
φpξ ´ kqρk, ξ P Rn.
Given any k P Zn, we have ρ˜pkq “ ř`PZn φpk ´ `qρ` “ ř`PZn δ`,kρ` “ ρk. Therefore, this provides
us with an extension map from SmpZn;Aθq to SmpRn;Aθq.
Proposition 3.35 (see [22, 29, 39]). Let pρkqkPZn P SmpZn;Aθq, m P R, and denote by P the
corresponding toroidal ΨDO.
(1) ρ˜pξq is a standard symbol in SmpRn;Aθq.
(2) The operators P and Pρ agree.
Combining together Proposition 3.32 and Proposition 3.35 we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 3.36 (see [22]). For every m P R, the classes of toroidal and standard ΨDOs of
order m agree.
By construction the extension map pρkqkPZn Ñ ρ˜pξq given by (3.14) is a right-inverse of the
restriction map ρpξq Ñ pρpkqqkPZn . It is also interesting to look at the reverse composition.
Proposition 3.37 (see [22]). Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R, and denote by ρ˜pξq the exten-
sion (3.14) of pρpkqqkPZn .
(1) ρ˜pξq is a standard symbol in SmpRn;Aθq which agrees with ρpξq on Zn.
(2) Pρ˜ “ Pρ and ρ˜pξq ´ ρpξq P S pRnq.
3.8. Smoothing operators. A linear operator R : Aθ Ñ A 1θ is called smoothing when it extends
to a continuous linear operator R : A 1θ Ñ Aθ. Note that, as Aθ is dense in A 1θ , the extension of a
smoothing operator to A 1θ is unique.
Proposition 3.38 ([22, 23]). Let R : Aθ Ñ Aθ be a linear map. The following are equivalent.
(i) R is a smoothing operator.
(ii) There is ρpξq P S pRn;Aθq such that R “ Pρ, i.e., P P Ψ´8pAθq.
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(iii) R extends to a continuous linear map R :H
psq
θ ÑH ptqθ for all s, t P R.
Remark 3.39. If R is in all the spaces ΨqpA q, q P C, then by Proposition 3.28 it extends to
a continuous linear map R : H
psq
θ Ñ H ptqθ for all s, t P R, and so by using (ii) we see that
R P Ψ´8pAθq. Combining this with Remark 3.5 shows that Ψ´8pAθq “ ŞqPC ΨqpAθq.
3.9. Ellipticity and parametrices. In this section, we recall the main facts regarding elliptic
operators.
Definition 3.40. An operator P P ΨqpAθq, q P C, is elliptic when its principal symbol ρqpξq is
invertible for all ξ P Rnz0.
Remark 3.41. The ellipticity condition implies that ρqpξq´1 P S´qpRn;Aθq (see [2, 23]).
Example 3.42. Suppose that the principal symbol ρqpξq of P is such that there is c ą 0 such that
(3.15) pρqpξqη|ηq ě c|ξ|q}η}20 for all η PHθ and ξ P Rnzt0u.
Then P is elliptic (see [23]). This condition is satisfied in the following examples:
- The (flat) Laplacian ∆ “ δ21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δ2n.
- The conformal deformations k∆k, k P Aθ, k ą 0. These operators were introduced by
Connes-Tretkoff [8]. They were considered by various other authors as well.
- The Laplace-Beltrami operators of [24].
Theorem 3.43 (see [2, 3, 23]). Let P P ΨqpAθq, q P C, be elliptic with symbol ρpξq „ řjě0 ρq´jpξq.
(1) P admits a parametrix Q P Ψ´qpAθq, i.e.,
PQ “ QP “ 1 mod Ψ´8pAθq.
(2) Any parametrix Q P Ψ´qpAθq has symbol σpξq „ řjě0 σ´q´jpξq, where
σ´qpξq “ ρqpξq´1,(3.16)
σ´q´jpξq “ ´
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
lăj
1
α!
ρqpξq´1Bαξ ρq´kpξqδασ´q´lpξq, j ě 1.(3.17)
An important application of Theorem 3.43 is the following version of the elliptic regularity
theorem.
Proposition 3.44 ([23]). Let P P ΨqpAθq, q P C, be elliptic, and set m “ <q.
(1) For any s P R and u P Aθ 1, we have
Pu PH psqθ ðñ u PH ps`mqθ .
(2) The operator P is hypoelliptic, i.e., for any u P A 1θ , we have
Pu P Aθ ðñ u P Aθ.
(3) If m ą 0, then the operator P ´ λ is hypoelliptic in the above sense for every λ P C.
Corollary 3.45 ([23]). Let P P ΨqpAθq, q P C, be elliptic. Then
kerP :“  u P A 1θ ; Pu “ 0( Ă Aθ.
If <q ą 0, then, for every λ P C, we also have
kerpP ´ λq :“  u P A 1θ ; pP ´ λqu “ 0( Ă Aθ.
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3.10. Spectral theory of elliptic ΨDOs. Let P P ΨqpAθq be elliptic with m :“ <q ą 0. We
shall regard P as an unbounded operator of Hθ with domain H
pmq
θ . We also let P
˚ P Ψq¯pAθq be
its formal adjoint. Recall that P˚ P ΨsqpAθq by Proposition 3.21.
Proposition 3.46 (see [2, 3, 23]). The following holds.
(1) The operator P with domain H
pmq
θ is closed, Fredholm and has closed range.
(2) The adjoint of P is the formal adjoint P˚ with domain H pmqθ .
(3) If P is formally selfadjoint (resp., P commutes with its formal adjoint), then P is selfdjoint
(resp., normal).
Definition 3.47. The resolvent set of P consists of all λ P C such that P ´ λ :H pmqθ ÑHθ is a
bijection with bounded inverse. The spectrum of P , denoted by SppP q, is the complement of its
resolvent set.
Remark 3.48. If λ P CzSppP q, then pP ´ λq´1 P L pHθ,H pmqθ q.
Remark 3.49. It can be shown that SppP˚q “ tλ; λ P SppP qu (see [23, Corollary 12.8]).
Proposition 3.50 (see [23]). There are only two possibilities for the spectrum of P . Either
SppP q is all C, or this is an unbounded discrete set consisting of isolated eigenvalues with finite
multiplicity.
In the special case of normal operators we even obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.51 (see [23]). Suppose that P is normal and SppP q ‰ C (e.g., P is selfadjoint).
(1) We have an orthogonal decomposition,
(3.18) Hθ “
à
λPSppP q
kerpP ´ λq.
(2) There is an orthonormal basis pe`q`ě0 of Hθ such that e` P Aθ and Pe` “ λ`e` with
|λ`| Ñ 8 as `Ñ8.
3.11. Schatten-class properties of ΨDOs. We denote by K the closed two-sided ideal of
compact operators on Hθ. For p ě 1 we let L p and L pp,8q be the corresponding Schatten and
weak Schatten classes equipped with their usual norms (see, e.g., [17, 42]). In particular, we have
L p “  T P K ; Tr |T |p ă 8(, p ě 1
L pp,8q “  T P K ; ÿ
kăN
µkpT q “ O
`
N1´
1
p
˘(
, p ą 1,
L p1,8q “  T P K ; ÿ
kăN
µkpT q “ OplogNq
(
.
Here µkpT q is the pk ` 1q-th eigenvalue of |T | “
?
T˚T counted with multiplicity. Moreover, L p
and L pp,8q are Banach ideals with respect to their natural norms,
}T }L p “
`
Tr |T |p˘ 1p , T P L p, p ě 1,
}T }L p1,8q “ sup
Ně1
"
N´1`
1
p
ÿ
kăN
µkpT q
*
, T P L pp,8q, p ą 1,
}T }L p1,8q “ sup
Ně2
"
1
logN
ÿ
kăN
µkpT q
*
, T P L p1,8q.
Proposition 3.52 (see [23]). Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m ă 0.
(1) If m P r´n, 0q and p “ n|m|´1, then Pρ P L pp,8q, and hence Pρ P L q for all q ą p.
(2) If m ă ´n, then Pρ P L 1.
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4. Parametric Symbols
In this section, we introduce our classes of symbols with parameter. These classes are similar
to the classes introduced in [32, 33].
Throughout the rest of this paper, we denote by C˚ the complex plane with the origin deleted,
i.e., C˚ “ Czt0u.
We refer to [22, Appendix C], and the references therein, for background on differentiable maps
with values in a given locally convex space E . In particular, if U Ă Rd is open, then a map
f : U Ñ E is CN , N ě 0, when all the partial derivatives of order ď N exist and are continuous
on U . The map is C8 or smooth when it is CN for all N ě 0. Moreover, the space C8pU ;E q of
smooth maps from U to E is a locally convex space with respect to the topology generated by the
semi-norms,
u ÝÑ max
|α|ďN
sup
xPK
p
“Bαxupxq‰,
where N ranges over non-negative integers, K ranges over compact subsets of U and p ranges over
continuous semi-norms on E .
4.1. Pseudo-cones and HoldpΛq-families. In what follows, by a cone Θ Ă C˚ we shall always
mean a cone with vertex at the origin, so that λ P Θ ñ tλ P Θ for all t ą 0.
Definition 4.1. A connected set Λ Ă C is called a pseudo-cone when there is a cone Θ Ă C˚ and
a disk D about the origin such that ΛzD “ ΘzD. The cone Θ is called the conical part of Λ.
Remark 4.2. In the above definition the conical part Θ is unique.
Remark 4.3. If Λ is a pseudo-cone, then its interior IntpΛq and its closure Λ are pseudo-cones as
well.
Example 4.4. Any angular sector Θ “ tφ ă arg λ ă φ1u is a cone, and hence is a pseudo-cone.
Chopping off a disk from Θ or glueing to it a disk or an annulus provides us with pseudo-cones
with conical component Θ.
Figure 1. Examples of Pseudo-Cones
Definition 4.5. Given pseudo-cones Λ and Λ1 we shall write Λ1 ĂĂ Λ to mean that Λ1 Ă IntpΛq.
Remark 4.6. If Θ and Θ1 are the respective conical parts of Λ and Λ1, then the relation Λ1 ĂĂ Λ
implies that Θ1 X S1 is a relatively compact subset of ΘX S1 (where S1 Ă C is the unit circle).
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Remark 4.7. If Λ Ă C˚, then the relation Λ1 ĂĂ Λ implies there is an open disk D about the
origin such that Λ1 Ă CzD. Thus, there is r ą 0 such that |λ| ě r for all λ P Λ1.
Remark 4.8. Any open pseudo-cone Λ admits a pseudo-cone exhaustion Λ “ Ťjě0 Λj , where the
Λj are closed pseudo-cones such that Λj ĂĂ Λj`1.
Throughout this section we let Λ be an open pseudo-cone.
Definition 4.9. HoldpΛq, d P R, consists of holomorphic functions f : Λ Ñ C such that, for every
pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, there is CΛ1 ą 0 such that
|fpλq| ď CΛ1p1` |λ|qd @λ P Λ1.
We equip the vector space HoldpΛq, d P R, with the locally convex topology generated by the
semi-norms,
f ÝÑ sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´d|fpλq|,
where Λ1 ranges over pseudo-cones Λ1 ĂĂ Λ. This turns HoldpΛq into a Fre´chet space. The space
Hol´8pΛq is also a Fre´chet space with respect to the topology generated by these semi-norms,
where Λ1 ranges over all pseudo-cones ĂĂ Λ and d ranges over R.
In what follows, given an open Ω Ă C and a locally convex space E , we shall say that a map
f : Ω Ñ E is holomorphic at a given point λ0 P Ω when
Bλfpλ0q :“ lim
λÑλ0
fpλq ´ fpλ0q
λ´ λ0 exists in E .
We say that f is holomorphic on Ω when it is holomorphic at every point of Ω.
Remark 4.10. Let f : Ω Ñ E be a holomorphic map. Then, for all λ P Ω, we have the Cauchy
formula,
(4.1) fpλq “ 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
fpζqpζ ´ λq´1dζ,
where Γ is any direct-oriented Jordan curve contained in Ω whose interior contains λ. Indeed, for
all ϕ P E 1, the composition ϕ ˝ f is a holomoprhic function on Ω, and so we have
ϕ
“
fpλq‰ “ 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
pϕ ˝ fqpζqpζ ´ λq´1dζ “ 1
2ipi
ϕ
ˆż
Γ
fpζqpζ ´ λq´1dζ
˙
.
As E 1 separates the points of E this gives (4.1). If we denote by D the interior of Γ, then the
integrand in the right-hand side of (4.1) lies in C8pDˆΓ;E q, and so the integral actually converges
in C8pD;E q (see, e.g., [22, Appendix C]). It then follows that f is a smooth map from Ω to E .
Moreover, by differentiating under the integral sign (see, e.g., [22, Appendix C]) we see that fpλq
satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equation Bλf “ 0. Conversely, any differentiable map satisfying this
equation is a holomorphic map.
Definition 4.11. Suppose that E is a locally convex space. Then HoldpΛ;E q, d P R, consists
of holomorphic maps x : Λ Ñ E such that, for every continuous semi-norm p on E and every
pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, there is CpΛ1 ą 0 such that
(4.2) p rxpλqs ď CpΛ1p1` |λ|qd @λ P Λ1.
Remark 4.12. HoldpΛ;E q, d P R, is a locally convex space with respect to the topology generated
by the semi-norms,
(4.3) xpλq ÝÑ sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´dp rxpλqs ,
where p ranges over continuous semi-norms on E and Λ1 ranges over pseudo-cones Λ1 ĂĂ Λ. In
addition, if E is a Fre´chet space, then HoldpΛ;E q is a Fre´chet space as well.
Proposition 4.13. Suppose that E andF are locally convex spaces, and let d P R. Any continuous
linear map T : E Ñ F gives rise to a continuous linear map T : HoldpΛ;E q Ñ HoldpΛ;F q.
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Proof. Let xpλq P HoldpΛ;E q, d P R. As T is a continuous linear map, the composition T rxpλqs
is a holomorphic map from Λ to F . Let q be a continuous semi-norm on F . Then q ˝ T is a
continuous semi-norm on E , and so, for every pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, we have
sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´dq `T “xpλq‰˘ “ sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´dpq ˝ T q“xpλq‰ ă 8.
This shows that T rxpλqs is contained in HoldpΛ;F q and depends continuously on xpλq. The proof
is complete. 
For bilinear bilinear maps we have the following statement.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose that Ei, i “ 1, 2, and F are locally convex spaces, and let d1, d2 P R.
Any (jointly) continuous bilinear map Φ : E1 ˆ E2 Ñ F gives rise to a continuous bilinear map
Φ : Hold1pΛ;E1q ˆHold2pΛ;E2q Ñ Hold1`d2pΛ;F q.
Proof. Let xjpλq P Holdj pΛ;Ejq, j “ 1, 2. As x1pλq (resp., x2pλq) is a holomorphic family with
values in E1 (resp., E2) and the map Φ : E1 ˆ E2 Ñ F is continuous and bilinear, we see that
Φrx1pλq, x2pλqs, λ P Λ, is a holomorphic family in F . Moreover, the continuity of Φ means
that, given any continuous semi-norm q on F , there are a continuous semi-norm p1 on E1 and a
continuous semi-norm p2 on E2 such that
q
`
Φrx1, x2s
˘ ď p1px1qp2px2q @xi P Ei.
Thus, for every pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, we have
sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´pd1`d2qq`Φrx1pλq, x2pλqs˘ ď sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´d1p1rx1pλqs ¨ sup
λPΛ1
p1` |λ|q´d2p2rx2pλqs
ă 8.
This shows that Φrx1pλq, x2pλqs is an Hold1`d2pΛq-family and depends continuously on x1pλq and
x2pλq. The proof is complete. 
In addition, it is also convenient to introduce the following class of maps.
Definition 4.15. Suppose that Ω is an open set of RN ˆ C for some N ě 1 and E is a locally
convex space. Then C8,ωpΩ;E q consists of maps Ω Q pη, λq Ñ fpη;λq P E that are C8 with
respect to η and holomorphic with respect to λ.
Remark 4.16. By using the Cauchy formula (4.1) we can identify C8,ωpΩ;E q with the (closed)
subspace of C8pΩ;E q of solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equation Bsλf “ 0. In particular, when
Ω “ V ˆ Λ, where V Ă RN is an open set, then under the natural identification C8pV ˆ Λ;E q »
C8pΛ;C8pV ;E qq we get a one-to-one correspondence,
C8,ωpΩ;E q » Hol `Λ;C8pV ;E q˘.
4.2. Standard parametric symbols.
Definition 4.17. Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R, consists of maps ρpξ;λq P C8,ωpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq such
that, for all pseudo-cones Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and multi-orders α and β, there is CΛ1αβ ą 0 such that
(4.4)
››δαBβξ ρpξ;λq›› ď CΛ1αβp1` |λ|qdp1` |ξ|qm´|β| @pξ, λq P Rn ˆ Λ1.
Example 4.18. Any symbol ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq can be regarded as an element of Sm,0pRnˆΛ;Aθq
that does not depend on λ.
Remark 4.19. Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq is a locally convex space with respect to the locally convex topology
generated by the semi-norms,
(4.5) ρpξ;λq ÝÑ max
|α|`|β|ďN
sup
pξ,λqPRnˆΛ1
p1` |λ|q´dp1` |ξ|q|β|´m}δαBβξ ρpξ;λq},
where N ranges over non-negative integers and Λ1 ranges over pseudo-cones such that Λ1 ĂĂ Λ.
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Remark 4.20. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq. For every λ P Λ we get a symbol ρp¨;λq P SmpRn;Aθq,
and so we get a family in SmpRn;Aθq parametrized by Λ. This is actually an HoldpΛq-family. This
provides us with a one-to-one correspondence,
(4.6) Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq » HoldpΛ;SmpRn;Aθqq.
Under this correspondence the semi-norms (4.5) generate the topology of HoldpΛ;SmpRn;Aθqq,
and so we actually have a topological vector space isomorphism.
Definition 4.21. S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, d P R, consists of maps ρpξ;λq P C8,ωpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq such
that, given any N ě 0, for all pseudo-cones Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and multi-orders α and β, there is CΛ1Nαβ ą 0
such that ››δαBβξ ρpξ;λq›› ď CΛ1Nαβp1` |λ|qdp1` |ξ|q´N @pξ, λq P Rn ˆ Λ1.
Remark 4.22. We have S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq “ ŞmPR Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Remark 4.23. S´8,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq is a locally convex space with respect to the topology generated
by the semi-norms (4.5), where we let m ranges over all real numbers.
Remark 4.24. The one-to-one correspondance (4.6) induces a topological vector space isomor-
phism,
(4.7) S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq » HoldpΛ;S pRn;Aθqq.
Combining the topological vector space identifications (4.6) and (4.7) with Proposition 4.13
yields the following result.
Proposition 4.25. Suppose that E is a locally convex space, and let d P R.
(1) Given m P R, any continuous linear map T : SmpRn;Aθq Ñ E gives rise to a continuous
linear map T : Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Ñ HoldpΛ;E q.
(2) Any continuous linear map T : S pRn;Aθq Ñ E gives rise to a continuous linear map
T : S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Ñ HoldpΛ;E q.
Likewise, by combining the identification (4.6) with Proposition 4.14 we arrive at the following
statement.
Proposition 4.26. Given m1,m2,m3 P R and d1, d2 P R, any (jointly) continuous bilinear
map Φ : Sm1pRn;Aθq ˆ Sm2pRn;Aθq Ñ Sm3pRn;Aθq gives rise to a continuous bilinear map
Φ : Sm1,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq ˆ Sm2,d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Ñ Sm3,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
4.3. Asymptotic expansions of parametric symbols. In what follows we let pmjqjě0 be a
(strictly) decreasing sequence of real numbers converging to ´8.
Definition 4.27. Given ρpξ;λq P C8,ωpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and ρjpξ;λq P Smj ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, j ě 0, we
shall write ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρjpξ;λq when
(4.8) ρpξ;λq ´
ÿ
jăN
ρjpξ;λq P SmN ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq for all N ě 0.
Remark 4.28. The condition (4.8) for N “ 0 means that ρpξ;λq P Sm0,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
For our purpose, it will be convenient to have a qualitative version of the conditions (4.8).
Lemma 4.29. Given ρpξ;λq P C8,ωpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and ρjpξ;λq P Smj ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, j ě 0, the
following are equivalent:
(i) ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρjpξ;λq in the sense of (4.8).
(ii) For all N ě 0, given any pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and multi-orders α and β, as soon as J is
large enough there is a constant C ą 0 such that, for all pξ, λq P Rn ˆ Λ1, we have
(4.9)
››δαBβξ `ρ´ ÿ
jăJ
ρj
˘pξ;λq›› ď Cp1` |λ|qdp1` |ξ|q´N .
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Proof. It is immediate that (i) implies (ii), so we only have to prove the converse. Suppose that
(ii) holds. Let N ě 0. Then (ii) implies that, given any pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, if J is large enough,
then there is C ą 0 such that
(4.10)
››ρpξ;λq ´ ÿ
jăJ
ρjpξ;λq
›› ď Cp1` |λ|qdp1` |ξ|qmN @pξ, λq P Rn ˆ Λ1.
If we take J large enough so as to have J ě N as well, then we have
ρpξ;λq ´
ÿ
jăN
ρjpξ;λq “ ρpξ;λq ´
ÿ
jăJ
ρjpξ;λq `
ÿ
NďjăJ
ρjpξ;λq.
If j ě N , then ρjpξ;λq satisfies the estimate (4.10), since it is contained in Smj ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Ă
SmN ,dpRn ˆΛ;Aθq. Therefore, the difference ρpξ;λq ´řjăN ρjpξ;λq satisfies the estimate (4.10).
Likewise, given any multi-orders α and β there is CNΛ1αβ ą 0 such that››δαBβξ `ρ´ ÿ
jăN
ρj
˘pξ;λq›› ď CNΛ1αβp1` |λ|qdp1` |ξ|qmN´|β| @pξ, λq P Rn ˆ Λ1.
This shows that ρpξ;λq ´ řjăN ρjpξ;λq P SmN ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq for all N ě 0. That is, we have
ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρjpξ;λq in the sense of (4.8). The proof is complete. 
4.4. Homogeneous parametric symbols. Throughout the rest of this paper we let w be some
fixed (strictly) positive real number. We also denote by Θ the conical component of Λ. Note this
is an open cone contained in C˚. In addition, given any c ě 0, we set
(4.11) ΩcpΘq “
 pξ, λq P pRnz0q ˆ C; λ P Θ or |λ| ă c|ξ|w(.
In particular, Ω0pΘq “ pRnz0q ˆΘ.
Definition 4.30. SdmpΩcpΘq;Aθq, m, d P R, consists of maps ρpξ;λq P C8,ωpΩcpΘq;Aθq that
satisfy the following two properties:
(i) ρptξ; twλq “ tmρpξ;λq for all pξ, λq P ΩcpΘq and t ą 0.
(ii) Given any cone Θ1 such that Θ1zt0u Ă Θ, for all compacts K Ă Rnz0 and multi-orders α,
β, there is CΘ1Kαβ ą 0 such that
(4.12) }δαBβξ ρpξ;λq} ď CΘ1Kαβ
`
1` |λ|˘d @pξ, λq P K ˆΘ1.
Example 4.31. Any homogeneous symbol ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq can be regarded as an element of
S0mpΩcpΘq;Aθq for every c ą 0.
Remark 4.32. If ρpξ;λq P SdmpΩcpΘq;Aθq, then δαBβξ ρpξ;λq P Sdm´|β|pΩcpΘq;Aθq for all α, β P Nn0 .
Remark 4.33. If ρ1pξ;λq P Sd1m1pΩcpΘq;Aθq and ρ2pξ;λq P Sd2m2pΩcpΘq;Aθq, then ρ1pξ;λqρ2pξ;λq is
contained in Sd1`d2m1`m2pΩcpΘq;Aθq.
The next lemma shows how to cut off homogeneous parametric symbols in order to get standard
parametric symbols.
Lemma 4.34. Suppose that ρpξ;λq P SdmpΩcpΘq;Aθq, m, d P R. Let χpξq P C8c pRnq be such that
χpξq “ 1 for |ξ| ď pc´1Rq 1w , where R ą 0 is such that Λ Ă ΘYDp0, Rq.
(i) If d ě 0, then p1´ χpξqqρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
(ii) If d ă 0, then
(4.13) p1´ χpξqqρpξ;λq P
č
dďd1ď0
Sm`w|d
1|,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Proof. As the relation Λ1 ĂĂ Λ implies that Λ1 ĂĂ ΘYDp0, Rq, the restriction to Rn ˆ Λ of any
element in Sm,dpRn ˆ pΘ Y Dp0, Rqq;Aθq is contained in Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Therefore, without
any loss of generality we may assume that Λ “ ΘYDp0, Rq.
Set B “ tξ P Rn; |ξ| ă pc´1Rq 1w u and U “ RnzB “ tξ P Rn; c|ξ|w ě Ru. As Λ “ ΘYDp0, Rq,
we have U ˆ Λ “ pU ˆ Θq Y pU ˆ Dp0, Rqq. It is immediate that U ˆ Θ Ă ΩcpΘq. Moreover,
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if pξ, λq P U ˆ Dp0, Rq, then c|ξ|w ě R ą |λ|, and hence pξ, λq P ΩcpΘq. Therefore, we see that
U ˆ Λ Ă ΩcpΘq, and hence we have
Rn ˆ Λ “ `U ˆ Λ˘Y `B ˆ Λ˘ Ă ΩcpΘq Y `B ˆ Λ˘.
As ρpξ;λq P C8,ωpΩcpΘq;Aθq and χpξq “ 1 on B, if we extend p1´χpξqqρpξ;λq to be zero on BˆΛ,
then we get a C8,ω-map on ΩcpΘqYpBˆΛq. By restriction this gives a map in C8,ωpRnˆΛ;Aθq.
It then remains to show that p1´ χpξqqρpξ;λq satisfies the estimates (4.4) on Rn ˆ Λ.
In what follows we set d´ “ maxp0,´dq.
Claim. Given any pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and multi-orders α, β P Nn0 , there is CΛ1αβ ą 0 such that
(4.14) }δαBβξ ρpξ;λq} ď CΛ1αβp1` |λ|qd|ξ|m`wd´´|β| @pξ, λq P U ˆ Λ1.
Proof of the Claim. Without any loss of generality we may assume that Λ1 “ Θ1YDp0, R1q, where
R1 ă R and Θ1 Ă C˚ is a cone such that Θ1zt0u Ă Θ. Moreover, thanks to the homogeneity of
δαBβξ ρpξ;λq, for all pξ, λq P ΩcpΘq, we have
(4.15) δαBβξ ρpξ;λq “ δαBβξ ρ
“|ξ|`|ξ|´1ξ˘; |ξ|w`|ξ|´wλ˘‰ “ |ξ|m´|β|δαBβξ ρ`|ξ|´1ξ; |ξ|´wλ˘.
Set D1 “ Dp0, R1q, so that Λ1 “ Θ1YD1. As Sn´1 is a compact subset of Rnz0 and Θ1zt0u Ă Θ,
we know by (4.12) there is C1 ą 0 such that››δαBβξ ρpη;µq›› ď C1p1` |µ|qd @pη, µq P Sn´1 ˆΘ1.
If pξ, λq P U ˆ Θ1, then p|ξ|´1ξ, |ξ|´wλq P Sn´1 ˆ Θ1. Therefore, by using (4.15) we see that, for
all pξ, λq P U ˆΘ1, we have
(4.16)
››δαBβξ ρpξ;λq›› “ |ξ|m´|β|››δαBβξ ρ`|ξ|´1ξ; |ξ|´wλ˘›› ď C1|ξ|m´|β|`1` |ξ|´w|λ|˘d.
If pξ, λq P U ˆ D1, then c|ξ|w ě R “ RpR1q´1R1 ě RpR1q´1|λ|, and so |ξ|´w|λ| ď cR1R´1.
Thus, if we set K “ Sn´1 ˆ Dp0, cR1R´1q, then K is compact and p|ξ|´1ξ, |ξ|´wλq P K for all
pξ, λq P U ˆD1. Note also that
ΩcpΘq X
`
Sn´1 ˆ C˘ “  pξ, λq P Sn´1 ˆ C; λ P Θ or |λ| ă c|ξ|w(
“ `Sn´1 ˆΘ˘Y `Sn´1 ˆDp0, cq˘ .
Therefore, we see that K is a compact subset of ΩcpΘq. As ρpξ, λq P C8,ωpΩcpΘq;Aθq we deduce
there is C2 ą 0 such that, for all pη, µq P K, we have
(4.17)
››δαBβξ ρpη;µq›› ď C2 ď C 12p1` |µ|qd,
where we have set C 12 “ C2 suptp1` |µ|q´d;µ P Dp0, cR1R´1qu. As mentioned above, if pξ, λq is in
UˆD1, then p|ξ|´1ξ, |ξ|´wλq P K. Therefore, by using (4.17) we deduce that, for all pξ, λq P UˆD1,
we have
(4.18)
››δαBβξ ρpξ;λq›› “ |ξ|m´|β|››δαBβξ ρ`|ξ|´1ξ; |ξ|´wλ˘›› ď C 12|ξ|m´|β|`1` |ξ|´w|λ|˘d.
Note that if ξ P U , then c|ξ|w ě R, and so |ξ|´w ď cR´1 and 1 ě c´1R|ξ|´w. Thus,
1` |ξ|´w|λ| ď 1` cR´1|λ| ď c1p1` |λ|q,
1` |ξ|´w|λ| ě c´1R|ξ|´w ` |ξ|´w|λ| ě c´11 |ξ|´wp1` |λ|q,
where we have set c1 “ maxp1, cR´1q. It then follows that`
1` |ξ|´w|λ|˘d ď c|d|1 p1` |λ|qd|ξ|wd´ @pξ, λq P U ˆ Λ1.
Combining this with (4.16) and (4.18) proves the claim. 
Given α, β P Nn0 , let Λ1 be a pseudo-cone such that Λ1 ĂĂ Λ. By Leibniz’s rule we have
(4.19) δαBβξ rp1´ χpξqqρpξ;λqs “
ÿˆβ
β1
˙
Bβ1ξ p1´ χpξqqδαBβ
2
ξ ρpξ;λq,
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where the sum ranges over all multi-orders β1 and β2 such that β1 ` β2 “ β. Note that each
Bβ1ξ p1 ´ χpξqq is uniformly bounded on Rn and vanishes on B ˆ Λ1. Combining this with (4.14)
allows us to show there is CΛ1αβ ą 0 such that
(4.20)
›››δαBβξ rp1´ χpξqqρpξ;λqs››› ď CΛ1αβp1` |λ|qdp1` |ξ|qm`wd´´|β| @pξ, λq P Rn ˆ Λ1.
This shows that p1 ´ χpξqqρpξ;λq P Sm`wd´,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. In particular, p1 ´ χpξqqρpξ;λq is
contained in Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq when d ě 0.
Suppose that d ă 0. In this case d´ “ ´d “ |d|, and so p1 ´ χpξqqρpξ;λq is contained
in Sm`w|d|,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Note that if d1 P rd, 0s, then ρpξ;λq is contained in Sd1q pΩcpΘq;Aθq,
since Sd
1
q pΩcpΘq;Aθq contains Sdq pΩcpΘq;Aθq. Therefore, the above arguments also show that
p1 ´ χpξqqρpξ;λq is in Sm`w|d1|,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq for any d1 P rd, 0s. This gives (4.13). The proof is
complete. 
4.5. Classical parametric symbols. In what follows, given any r ą 0, we denote by Bprq
the ball of radius r about the origin in Rn. We observe that if c ą 0 and R ą 0 is such that
Λ Ă ΘYDp0, Rq, then
ΩcpΘq Ą
`
RnzBprq˘ˆ Λ for all r ą pc´1Rq 1w .
Indeed, pRnz0q ˆ Θ Ą pRnzBprqq ˆ Θ. Moreover, if |λ| ă R and |ξ| ě r ą pc´1Rq 1w , then
|λ| ă R ă c|ξ|w. Thus,
ΩcpΘq Ą
“`
RnzBprq˘ˆΘ‰ď“`RnzBprq˘ˆDp0, Rq‰ Ą `RnzBprq˘ˆ Λ.
Definition 4.35. Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R, consists of maps ρpξ;λq P C8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq for
which there are c ą 0 and ρm´jpξ;λq P Sdm´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq, j ě 0, such that
ρpξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
ρm´jpξ;λq,
in the sense that, for all N ě 0 and multi-orders α, β, given any pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and r ą 0
such that ΩcpΘq Ą
`
RnzBprq˘ˆΛ1, as soon as J is large enough there is CΛ1NJrαβ ą 0 such that,
for all pξ, λq P pRnzBprqq ˆ Λ1, we have
(4.21)
››δαBβξ `ρ´ ÿ
jăJ
ρm´j
˘pξ;λq›› ď CΛ1NJrαβ |ξ|´N p1` |λ|qd.
Example 4.36. Let ρpξq P SmpRn;Aθq, ρpξq „ ř ρm´jpξq. As mentioned in Example 4.31 each
homogeneous symbol ρm´jpξq can be regarded as an element of S0m´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq for any c ą 0.
Note also that having an asymptotic expansion ρpξq „ ř ρm´jpξq in the sense of (3.3) implies
that we also have an asymptotic expansion in the sense of (4.21) with d “ 0. It then follows that
ρpξq P Sm,0pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Remark 4.37. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq. Thus, ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρm´jpξ;λq, where ρm´jpξ;λq is
in Sdm´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq. Given any multi-orders α, β, we also have δαBβξ ρpξ;λq „
ř
jě0 δαBβξ ρm´jpξ;λq
in the sense of (4.21), and hence δαBβξ ρpξ;λq P Sm´|β|,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Remark 4.38. Suppose we are given ρm´jpξ;λq P Sdm´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq, j ě 0. Let χpξq P C8c pRnq
be as in Lemma 4.34. Recall that by Lemma 4.34 p1´ χpξqqρm´jpξ;λq P Sm´j`wd´,dpΩcpΘq;Aθq,
where d´ “ maxp0,´dq. Then, the following are equivalent:
(i) ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρm´jpξ;λq in the sense of (4.21).
(ii) ρpξ;λq „ řjě0p1´ χpξqqρm´jpξ;λq in the sense of (4.8) or (4.9).
Note that here (4.8) means that, for all N ě 0, as soon as J ě N ` wd´, we have
(4.22) ρpξ;λq ´
ÿ
jăJ
p1´ χpξqqρm´jpξ;λq P Sm´N,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
This provides us with a quantitative version of the estimates (4.21).
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Combining the above remark with Lemma 4.34 we also get the following result.
Proposition 4.39. Let m, d P R.
(1) If d ě 0, then Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Ă Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
(2) If d ă 0, then
Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Ă
č
dďd1ď0
Sm`w|d
1|,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
4.6. Borel lemma for parametric symbols. In the following, given any m P R, we denote by
SmpRnq the space of scalar standard symbols on Rn. It consists of functions σpξq P C8pRnq such
that, for every multi-order α, there is Cα ą 0 such that
|Bαξ σpξq| ď Cαp1` |ξ|qm´|α| for all ξ P Rn.
We equip SmpRnq with the locally convex topology generated by the semi-norms,
σpξq ÝÑ sup
|α|ďN
sup
ξPRn
p1` |ξ|q´m`|α||Bαξ σpξq|, N ě 0.
Lemma 4.40 ([26, Prop. 18.1.2]). Let χ P S pRnq be such that χp0q “ 1. Then the family
pχpξqqą0 converges to 1 in SmpRnq as Ñ 0` for every m ą 0.
We have the following density result in Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Lemma 4.41. Let χpξq P S pRnq be such that χp0q “ 1. Given any ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq,
m, d P R, as  Ñ 0`, the family χpξqρpξ;λq converges to ρpξ;λq in Sm1,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq for all
m1 ą m.
Proof. Let m1 ą m. The product ofAθ gives rise to a continuous bilinear maps from Sm1pRn;Aθqˆ
Sm2pRn;Aθq to Sm1`m2pRn;Aθq for all m1,m2 P R. Proposition 4.26 then ensures us that we get
a continuous bilinear map,
(4.23) Sm1,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq ˆ Sm2,d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq ÝÑ Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
In particular, by using the continuity of the inclusion of Sm1´mpRnq into Sm1´m,0pRn ˆΛ;Aθq we
obtain a continuous bilinear map,
Sm
1´mpRnq ˆ Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq ÝÑ Sm1,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Combining Lemma 4.40 with the continuity of the above bilinear map (4.23) then gives the result.
The proof is complete. 
The following is the version of Borel’s lemma for standard parametric symbols.
Lemma 4.42. For j “ 0, 1, . . ., let ρjpξ;λq P Smj ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Then there exists ρpξ;λq in
Sm0,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq such that ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρjpξ;λq.
Proof. Let Λ “ Ťjě0 Λj be a pseudo-cone exhaustion of Λ with Λj ĂĂ Λj`1 (cf. Remark 4.8).
Given any m P R the topology of the Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq is generated by the semi-norms,
p
pmq
j pρq “ max|α|`|β|ďj suppξ,λqPRnˆΛj
p1` |λ|q´dp1` |ξ|q|β|´m››δαBβξ ρpξ;λq››, j ě 0.
Note that p
pmq
j ď ppmqj`1. In addition, we let χpξq P S pRnq be such that χp0q “ 1. For  ą 0 we set
χpξq “ χpξq, ξ P Rn.
We know by Lemma 4.41 that, for j “ 1, 2, . . ., the family χpξqρjpξ;λq converges to ρjpξ;λq
in Smj´1,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq as  Ñ 0` (since mj´1 ą mj). Thus, we can find j ą 0 such that
p
pmj´1q
j
“p1´ χj qρj‰ ď 2´j . We also set 0 “ 1. Given any N ě 0, for any ` ě 0, we haveÿ
jě``1
p
pmN q
`
“p1´ χj qρj‰ ď ÿ
jě``1
p
pmj´1q
j
“p1´ χj qρj‰ ď ÿ
jě``1
2´j ă 8.
This implies that the series
ř
jěN p1´χj pξqqρjpξ;λq converges normally with respect to each semi-
norm p
pmN q
` , ` ě N . As SmN ,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq is a Fre´chet space whose topology is generated by these
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semi-norms, we deduce that the series
ř
jěN p1 ´ χj pξqqρjpξ;λq converges in SmN ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq
for every N ě 0. Set
ρpξ;λq “
ÿ
jě0
`
1´ χj pξq
˘
ρjpξ;λq.
Then ρpξ;λq P Sm0,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Moreover, for all N ě 1, we have
ρpξ;λq ´
ÿ
jăN
ρjpξ;λq “
ÿ
jăN
χj pξqρjpξ;λq `
ÿ
jěN
`
1´ χj pξq
˘
ρjpξ;λq.
Here the series
ř
jěN p1´χj pξqqρjpξ;λq converges in SmN ,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq and each map χj pξqρjpξ;λq
is contained in S´8,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq Ă SmN ,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq. Therefore, we see that the remainder term
ρpξ;λq ´řjăN ρjpξ;λq is in SmN ,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq for all N ě 0. That is, ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρjpξ;λq.
The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to get a version of Borel’s lemma for classical parametric symbols.
Proposition 4.43. Given m P R and c ą 0, let ρm´jpξ;λq P Sdm´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq, j ě 0. Then
there is ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq such that ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρm´jpξ;λq.
Proof. Let χpξq P C8c pRnq be as in Lemma 4.34. We know by Lemma 4.34 that p1´χpξqqρm´jpξ;λq
lies in Sm`wd´´j,dpΩcpΘq;Aθq. Therefore, by Lemma 4.42 there is ρpξ;λq in Sm`wd´,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq
such that ρpξ;λq „ řjě0p1 ´ χpξqqρm´jpξ;λq in the sense of (4.8). By Remark 4.38 this implies
that ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρm´jpξ;λq in the sense of (4.21). In particular, we see that ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆ
Λ;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
5. Parametric Pseudodifferential Operators
In this section, we introduce our classes of ΨDOs with parameter and derive some of their
properties.
5.1. Classes of ΨDOs with parameter. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R. Given any
λ P Λ, we get a symbol in SmpRn;Aθq. We denote by Pρpλq the ΨDO associated with this symbol.
That is, Pρpλq is the continuous operator on Aθ defined by
Pρpλqu “
ĳ
eis¨ξρpξ;λqα´spuqdsd¯ξ, u P Aθ,
where the above integral is meant as an oscillating integral (see Section 3).
In what follows we equip L pAθq with its strong topology (i.e., the topology of uniform conver-
gence on bounded subsets of Aθ). We similarly equip L pA 1θ q with its strong topology. By [22,
Proposition 5.4] and [23, Proposition 8.6] we have continuous linear maps,
SmpRn;Aθq Q ρpξq Ñ Pρ P L pAθq, SmpRn;Aθq Q ρpξq Ñ Pρ P L pA 1θ q.
Combining this Proposition 4.25 gives the following result.
Proposition 5.1. For any ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆΛ;Aθq, m, d P R, the family Pρpλq is contained in
HoldpΛ;L pAθqq and uniquely extends to a family Pρpλq P HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ qq.
Definition 5.2. Ψm,dpAθ; Λq, m, d P R, consists of families of operators Pρpλq : Aθ Ñ Aθ with
ρpξ;λq in Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Example 5.3. It follows from Example 4.36 that any operator P P ΨmpAθq can be regarded as an
element of Ψm,0pAθ; Λq. Combining this with the obvious inclusion Ψm,0pAθ; Λq Ă Ψm,1pAθ; Λq
allows us to regard P ´ λ as an element of Ψm,1pAθ; Λq.
We also define ΨDOs with parameter of order ´8 as follows.
Definition 5.4. Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq, d P R, consists of families of operators Pρpλq : Aθ Ñ Aθ with
ρpξ;λq in S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Remark 5.5. We have Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq Ă ŞmPR Ψm,dpAθ; Λq. This inclusion is actually an equality
(see Corollary 5.32).
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5.2. Composition of ΨDOs with parameter. Let ρ1pξ;λq P Sm1,d1pRnˆΛ;Aθq and ρ2pξ;λq P
Sm2,d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. For each λ P Λ, we denote by ρ17ρ2pξ;λq the symbol given by (3.7). By
Proposition 3.19 the composition Pρ1pλqPρ2pλq is the ΨDO with symbol ρ17ρ2pξ;λq.
Proposition 5.6. Let ρ1pξ;λq P Sm1,d1pRnˆΛ;Aθq, m1, d1 P R, and ρ2pξ;λq P Sm2,d2pRnˆΛ;Aθq,
m2, d2 P R. Then ρ17ρ2pξ;λq P Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, and in the sense of (4.8) we have
ρ17ρ2pξ;λq „
ÿ 1
α!
Bαξ ρ1pξ;λqδαρ2pξ;λq.
Proof. For N ě 0, let 7N : Sm1pRn;AθqˆSm2pRn;Aθq Ñ Sm1`m2´N pRn;Aθq be the bilinear map
defined by
ρ17Nρ2pξq “ ρ17ρ2pξq ´
ÿ
|α|ăN
1
α!
Bαξ ρ1pξqδαρ2pξq, ρjpξq P Smj pRn;Aθq.
By [23, Proposition 7.10] this is a continuous bilinear map. Therefore, by using Proposition 4.26
we see that if ρ1pξ;λq P Sm1,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and ρ2pξ;λq P Sm2,d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, then ρ17Nρ2pξ;λq
is in Sm1`m2´N,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Thus,
ρ17ρ2pξ;λq ´
ÿ
|α|ăN
1
α!
Bαξ ρ1pξ;λqδαρ2pξ;λq P Sm1`m2´N,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq @N ě 0.
This means that ρ17ρ2pξ;λq „ ř 1α!Bαξ ρ1pξ;λqδαρ2pξ;λq in the sense of (4.8). In particular, we see
that ρ17ρ2pξ;λq P Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
In order to deal with the composition of ΨDOs associated with classical parametric symbols we
need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that ρpξ;λq „ ř`ě0 ρp`qpξ;λq in the sense of (4.8), where ρp`qpξ;λq is in
Sm´`,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and ρp`qpξ;λq „ řkě0 ρp`qm´`´kpξ;λq with ρp`qm´`´kpξ;λq P Sdm´`´kpΩcpΘq;Aθq.
Then ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, and we have
(5.1) ρpξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
ρm´jpξ;λq, where ρm´jpξ;λq :“
ÿ
0ď`ďj
ρ
p`q
m´jpξ;λq P Sdm´jpΩcpΘq; Λq.
Proof. Let N ě 0 and J ě N ` wd´. By assumption,
ρpξ;λq ´
ÿ
`ăJ
ρp`qpξ;λq P Sm´N,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Let χpξq P C8c pRnq be as in Lemma 4.34. In view of (4.22) for ` ă J we have
ρp`qpξ;λq “
ÿ
kăJ´`
`
1´ χpξq˘ρp`qm´`´kpξ;λq mod Spm´`q´pN´`q,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq
“
ÿ
`ďjăJ
`
1´ χpξq˘ρp`qm´jpξ;λq mod Sm´N,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Thus,
ρpξ;λq “
ÿ
`ăJ
ÿ
`ďjăJ
`
1´ χpξq˘ρp`qm´jpξ;λq mod Sm´N,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq
“
ÿ
jăJ
`
1´ χpξq˘ρm´jpξ;λq mod Sm´N,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq,
where we have set ρm´jpξ;λq “ řj`“0 ρp`qm´jpξ;λq. Here ρm´jpξ;λq P Sdm´jpΩcpΘq; Λq, and so by
using Remark 4.38 we see that ρpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρm´jpξ;λq in the sense of (4.21). In particular, this
shows that ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. The result is thus proved. 
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Lemma 5.8. Let ρ1pξ;λq P Sm1,d1pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and ρ2pξ;λq P Sm2,d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, mi, di P R,
be such that ρ1pξ;λq „ řjě0 ρ1,m1´jpξ;λq and ρ2pξ;λq „ řjě0 ρ2,m2´jpξ;λq, with ρi,mi´jpξ;λq in
Sdimi´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq, i “ 1, 2. Then ρ1pξ;λqρ2pξ;λq P Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, and we have
ρ1pξ;λqρ2pξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
pρ1ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq, where(5.2)
pρ1ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq :“
ÿ
k`l“j
ρ1,m1´kpξ;λqρ2,m2´lpξ;λq P Sd1`d2m1`m2´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq.(5.3)
Proof. For i “ 1, 2 let ρpiqpξ;λq P Smi,dipRn ˆ Λ;Aθq be such that ρpiqpξ;λq „ řjě0 ρpiqmi´jpξ;λq
with ρ
piq
mi´jpξ;λq P Smi´j,dipRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Then (4.23) implies that, for all N ě 0 and l ă N , we
have
ρp1qpξ;λqρp2qpξ;λq “
ÿ
lăN
ρp1qpξ;λqρp2qm2´lpξ;λq mod Sm1`m2´N,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq,
ρp1qpξ;λqρp2qm2´lpξ;λq “
ÿ
kăN´l
ρ
p1q
m1´kpξ;λqρp2qm2´lpξ;λq mod Sm1`m2´N,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Thus,
ρp1qpξ;λqρp2qpξ;λq “
ÿ
k`lăN
ρ
p1q
m1´kpξ;λqρp2qm2´lpξ;λq mod Sm1`m2´N,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
This shows that, in the sense of (4.8), we have
(5.4) ρp1qpξ;λqρp2qpξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
ÿ
k`l“j
ρ
p1q
m1´kpξ;λqρp2qm2´lpξ;λq.
Bearing this in mind, let χpξq P C8c pRnq be such that χpξq “ 1 for |ξ| ď pc´1Rq 1w , where
R ą 0 is such that Λ Ă Θ Y Dp0, Rq. Set rχpξq “ 1 ´ p1 ´ χpξqq2. Then rχpξq P C8c pRnq andrχpξq “ 1 for |ξ| ď pc´1Rq 1w , i.e., rχpξq is as in Lemma 4.34. We know by Remark 4.38 that
ρ1pξ;λq „ řjě0p1 ´ χpξqqρ1,m1´jpξ;λq and ρ2pξ;λq „ řjě0p1 ´ χpξqqρ2,m2´jpξ;λq in the sense
of (4.8). Therefore, in view of (5.4), in the sense of (4.8) once again, we have
ρ1pξ;λqρ2pξ;λq „
ÿ
jě0
ÿ
k`l“j
p1´ χpξqq2ρ1,m1´kpξ;λqρ2,m2´lpξ;λq
„
ÿ
jě0
`
1´ rχpξq˘pρ1ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq.
where pρ1ρ2qm`m2´jpξ;λq is given by (5.3). As pρ1ρ2qm`m2´jpξ;λq P Sd1`d2m1`m2´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq andrχpξq is as in Lemma 4.34, it follows from Remark 4.38 that in the sense of (4.21) we have
ρ1pξ;λqρ2pξ;λq „ řjě0pρ1ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq. This immediately implies that ρ1pξ;λqρ2pξ;λq is
in Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to prove the following result.
Proposition 5.9. Let P1pλq P Ψm1,d1pAθ; Λq have symbol ρ1pξ;λq „ ř ρ1,m1´jpξ;λq, and let
P2pλq P Ψm2,d2pAθ; Λq have symbol ρ2pξ;λq „ ř ρ2,m2´jpξ;λq.
(1) ρ17ρ2pξ;λq P Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆΛ;Aθq with ρ17ρ2pξ;λq „ řpρ17ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq, where
(5.5) pρ17ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq “
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
1
α!
Bαξ ρ1,m1´kpξ;λqδαρ2,m2´lpξ;λq, j ě 0.
(2) The composition P1pλqP2pλq “ Pρ17ρ2pλq is in Ψm1`m2,d1`d2pAθ; Λq.
Proof. As the 2nd part is an immediate consequence of the first part and Proposition 3.20, we
only have to prove the first part. Given any α P Nn0 , it follows from Remark 4.37 and Lemma 5.8
that, in the sense of (4.21), we have
Bαξ ρ1pξ;λqδαρ2pξ;λq „
ÿ
Bαξ ρ1,m1´kpξ;λqδαρ2,m2´lpξ;λq,
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where Bαξ ρ1,m1´kpξ;λqδαρ2,m2´lpξ;λq P Sd1`d2m1`m2´|α|´k´lpΩcpΘq;Aθq for some c ą 0 independent
of α, k and l. Combining this with Lemma 5.7 and Proposition 5.6 then shows that, in the sense
of (4.21), we have
ρ17ρ2pξ;λq „
ÿ
pρ17ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq,
where pρ17ρ2qm1`m2´jpξ;λq P Sd1`d2m1`m2´jpΩcpΘq;Aθq is given by (5.5). In particular, we see that
ρ17ρ2pξ;λq is contained in Sm1`m2,d1`d2pRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
5.3. Sobolev space mapping properties. Given any m, s P R, by [23, Proposition 10.4] we have
a continuous linear map SmpRn;Aθq Q ρpξq ÝÑ Pρ P L pH ps`mqθ ,H psqθ q. By combining this with
Proposition 4.25 and the version of Sobolev’s embedding theorem provided by Proposition 3.26
we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.10. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R.
(1) The family Pρpλq is contained in HoldpΛ;L pH ps`mqθ ,H psqθ qq for every s P R.
(2) If m ď 0, then Pρpλq P HoldpΛ;L pHθqq.
In the case of classical ΨDOs with parameter we get the following result.
Proposition 5.11. Let P pλq P Ψm,dpAθ; Λq, m, d P R.
(1) If d ě 0, then P pλq P HoldpΛ;L pH ps`mqθ ,H psqθ qq for every s P R.
(2) If d ă 0, then, for every s P R, we have
P pλq P
č
dďd1ď0
Hold
1 `
Λ;L
`
H
ps`m`w|d1|q
θ ,H
psq
θ
˘˘
.
(3) If m ď 0, then P pλq P Hold¯pΛ;L pHθqq with d¯ :“ maxpd,mw´1q.
Proof. The first two parts follow by combining the first part of Proposition 5.10 with Proposi-
tion 4.39. It remains to prove the last part.
Suppose that m ď 0. If d ě 0, then by using the last two parts of Proposition 5.10 and
Proposition 4.39 we see that P pλq is in HoldpΛ;L pHθqq and is even in HoldpΛ;K q when m ă 0.
Assume now that d ă 0. In the same way as above, given any d1 P rd, 0s, we see that P pλq is in
Hold
1pΛ;L pHθqq when m ` w|d1| ď 0 and is in Hold1pΛ;K q when m ` w|d1| ă 0. In particular,
we see that P pλq is in Hold¯pΛ;L pHθqq with d¯ :“ maxpd,mw´1q. The proof is complete. 
5.4. Schatten class properties. We refer to §§3.11 for the definitions of the Schatten classes
L p and weak Schatten classes L pp,8q onHθ with p ě 1. Recall they are Banach ideals of L pHθq.
Lemma 5.12 ([23, Propositions 13.8 & 13.13, Corollary 13.11]). The following holds.
(1) If ´n ď m ă 0 and we set p “ n|m|´1, then ρÑ Pρ induces continuous linear maps from
SmpRn;Aθq to L pp,8q and L q, q ą p.
(2) If m ă ´n, then ρÑ Pρ induces a continuous linear map from SmpRn;Aθq to L 1.
Combining this with Proposition 4.25 gives the following result.
Proposition 5.13. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq with d P R and m ă 0. Set p “ n|m|´1.
(1) If ´n ď m ă 0, then Pρpλq is contained in HoldpΛ;L pp,8qq and HoldpΛ;L qq for all q ą p.
(2) If m ă ´n, then Pρpλq P HoldpΛ;L 1q.
Let us now specialize the above result to classical ΨDOs with parameter.
Proposition 5.14. Let P pλq P Ψm,dpAθ; Λq with d P R and ´n ď m ă 0. Set p “ n|m|´1. In
addition, for q ě p set dpqq “ pm` nq´1qw´1.
(1) If d ě 0, then P pλq P HoldpΛ;L pp,8qq.
(2) If mw´1 ă d ă 0, then
(5.6) P pλq P
č
pďqďp¯
Holdpqq
`
Λ;L pq,8q
˘
, where p¯ :“ np|m| ` wdq´1.
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(3) If d ď mw´1, then
(5.7) P pλq P
č
qěp
Holdpqq
`
Λ;L pq,8q
˘
.
Proof. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq be such that P pλq “ Pρpλq. Suppose that d ě 0. Proposi-
tion 4.39 ensures us that ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq. As ´n ď m ă 0, it then follows from the 1st
part of Proposition 5.13 that P pλq P HoldpΛ;L pp,8qq.
Suppose that d ă 0, and let q ě p. As dpqq “ pm` nq´1qw´1 and p “ ´nm´1 we have
(5.8) mw´1 ă dpqq ď `m` np´1˘w´1 “ 0.
Thus, if d ď mw´1, then dpqq P rd, 0s for all q ě p. If d ą mw´1, then d ď dpqq if and only if
q ď p¯, with p¯ :“ np|m| ` wdq´1.
From now on we assume that either d ď mw´1 and q ě p, or d ą mw´1 and p ď q ď p¯.
This ensures that dpqq P rd, 0s, and so by Proposition 4.39 this implies that ρpξ;λq is contained in
Sm´wdpqq,dpqqpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Note also that as m ě ´n, we have m´ wdpqq ě m ě ´n. Moreover,
as by (5.8) we have dpqq ą mw´1, we also have m ´ wdpqq ă 0. It then follows from the 1st
part of Proposition 5.13 that P pλq P HoldpqqpΛ;L pppqq,8qq, where ppqq :“ npwdpqq ´ mq´1. As
dpqq “ pm ` nq´1qw´1 it is immediate to check that ppqq “ q. Therefore, we see that P pλq is
contained in HoldpqqpΛ;L pq,8qq. This proves (5.6) and (5.7). The proof is complete. 
For the trace-class we have the following result.
Proposition 5.15. Let P pλq P Ψm,dpAθ; Λq with d P R and m ă ´n.
(1) If d ą pm` nqw´1, then P pλq P HoldpΛ;L 1q and, for any pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, there is
CΛ1 ą 0 such that
(5.9)
ˇˇˇ
Tr
“
P pλq‰ˇˇˇ ď CΛ1p1` |λ|qd @λ P Λ1.
(2) If d ď pm`nqw´1 ă d1 ď 0, then P pλq P Hold1pΛ;L 1q and, for any pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ,
there is CΛ1d1 ą 0 such that
(5.10)
ˇˇˇ
Tr
“
P pλq‰ˇˇˇ ď CΛ1d1p1` |λ|qd1 @λ P Λ1.
Proof. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq be such that P pλq “ Pρpλq. We know by Proposition 4.39
that ρpξ;λq P Sm`wd´,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, where d´ “ maxp´d, 0q. Suppose that d ą pm` nqw´1. If
d ě 0, then m ` wd´ “ m ă ´n, and if d ă 0, then we also have m ` wd´ “ m ´ wd ă ´n. It
then follows from the 2nd part of Proposition 5.13 that P pλq P HoldpΛ;L 1q. This means that, for
every pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, there is CΛ1 ą 0 such that
}P pλq}L 1 ď CΛ1p1` |λ|qd @λ P Λ1.
Here }T }L 1 “ Trp|T |q, T P L 1. Combining this with the inequality |TrpT q| ď }T }L 1 gives (5.9).
Suppose now that d ď pm` nqw´1, and let d1 P ppm` nqw´1, 0s. This implies that d ă d1 ď 0,
and so by using Proposition 4.39 we see that ρpξ;λq P Sm´wd1,d1pRnˆΛ;Aθq. As d1 ą pm`nqw´1,
we have m´wd1 ă m´wpm`nqw´1 “ ´n. Therefore, by using the 2nd part of Proposition 5.13
once again we see that P pλq P Hold1pΛ;L 1q. In the same way as above this gives (5.10). The
proof is complete. 
5.5. Toroidal ΨDOs with parameter. We know by Proposition 3.36 that the classes of standard
and toroidal ΨDOs on Aθ agree. We shall now explain how to obtain analogous results for ΨDOs
with parameter. We shall keep on using the notation of §§3.7.
As mentioned in [22] each toroidal symbol space SmpRn;Aθq, m P R, is a Fre´chet space with
respect to the locally convex topology generated by the semi-norms,
pρkqkPZn ÝÑ sup
|α|`|β|ďN
sup
kPZn
p1` |k|q´m`|β|››δα∆βρk››, N ě 0.
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Likewise, S pZn;Aθq is a Fre´chet space with respect to the topology generated by the semi-norms,
pρkqkPZn ÝÑ sup
kPZn
p1` |k|q´N ››δαρk››, N ě 0, α P Nn0 .
Definition 5.16. Sm,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R, consists of sequences pρkpλqqkPZn Ă HolpΛq such
that, for all pseudo-cones Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and multi-orders α and β, there is CΛ1αβ ą 0 such that››δα∆βρkpλq›› ď CΛ1αβp1` |λ|qdp1` |k|qm´|β| @pk, λq P Zn ˆ Λ1.
Remark 5.17. In the same way as in Remark 4.20 the space Sm,dpZnˆΛ;Aθq is naturally identified
with HoldpΛ; SmpZn;Aθqq.
Definition 5.18. S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq, d P R, consists of sequences pρkpλqqkPZn Ă HolpΛq such
that, given any N ě 0, for all pseudo-cones Λ1 ĂĂ Λ and multi-orders α, β, there is CΛ1Nαβ ą 0
such that ››δα∆βρkpλq›› ď CΛ1Nαβp1` |λ|qdp1` |k|q´N @pk, λq P Zn ˆ Λ1.
Remark 5.19. S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq “ ŞmPR Sm,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Remark 5.20. In the same way as in Remark 4.20 and Remark 5.17 the space S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq
is naturally identified with HoldpΛ;S pZn;Aθqq.
In what follows, given m P RY t´8u, by a toroidal ΨDO with parameter of order m we shall
mean a family of operators P pλq : Aθ Ñ Aθ parametrized by λ P Λ for which there is a toroidal
symbol pρkpλqqkPZn P Sm,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq, such that
P pλqu “
ÿ
kPZn
ukρkpλqUk for all u “
ÿ
kPZn
ukU
k P Aθ.
We will need the following versions of Proposition 3.32 and Proposition 3.35.
Lemma 5.21. The following linear maps are continuous:
(i) The restriction maps SmpRn;Aθq Q ρpξq Ñ pρpkqqkPZn P SmpZn;Aθq, m P R.
(ii) The extension maps SmpZn;Aθq Q pρkqkPZn Ñ ρ˜pξq P SmpRn;Aθq, m P R, andS pZn;Aθq Q
pρkqkPZn Ñ ρ˜pξq P S pRn;Aθq given by (3.14).
Proof. Recall that SmpRn;Aθq and SmpZn;Aθq are Fre´chet spaces. It is straightforward to check
that, for every m P R, the graph of the restriction map is a closed subspace of SmpRn;Aθq ˆ
SmpZn;Aθq. It then follows from the closed graph theorem we get a continuous linear map from
SmpRn;Aθq and SmpZn;Aθq. This proves (i). For a proof of (ii) see [22, Remark 6.23] and [22,
Remark 6.26]. The proof is complete. 
Combining the first part of Lemma 5.21 with Proposition 4.25 gives the following result.
Proposition 5.22. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R. Then the restriction pρpk;λqqkPZn
is contained in Sm,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Remark 5.23. It is immediate from the definitions of S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq
that, if ρpξ;λq P S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, then pρpk;λqqkPZn P S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Let pρkpλqqkPZn P Sm,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Given any λ P Λ we get a toroidal symbol pρkpλqqkPZn
in SmpZn;Aθq. We denote by ρ˜pξ;λq P SmpRn;Aθq its extension. By using the 2nd part of
Lemma 5.21 and Proposition 4.13 we get the following result.
Proposition 5.24. Let pρkpλqqkPZn P Sm,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m P R Y t´8u, d P R. Then ρ˜pξ;λq is
contained in Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
We are now in a position to prove the following result.
Proposition 5.25. Given any m P R Y t´8u, the classes of toroidal and standard ΨDOs with
parameter of order m agree.
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Proof. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq. Given any λ P Λ, it follows from Proposition 3.32 that Pρpλq
is the toroidal ΨDO associated with the restriction pρpk;λqqkPZn . As pρpk;λqqkPZn P SmpZnˆΛ;Aθq
by Proposition 5.22 we see that Pρpλq is a toroidal ΨDO with parameter of order m.
Conversely, let pρkpλqqkPZn P SmpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq and denote by P pλq the corresponding toroidal
ΨDO with parameter. It follows from Proposition 3.35 that P pλq “ Pρ˜pλq. As we know from
Proposition 5.24 that the extension ρ˜pξ;λq is contained in SmpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, it then follows that
P pλq is a standard ΨDO with parameter of order m. This completes the proof. 
Given any ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and λ P Λ, we have a symbol ρpξ;λq P SmpRn;Aθq. We
then denote by ρ˜pξ;λq the extension (3.14) of the toroidal symbol pρpk;λqqkPZn .
Lemma 5.26. The maps ρpξq Ñ ρ˜pξq and ρpξq Ñ ρ˜pξq ´ ρpξq are continuous linear maps from
SmpRn;Aθq to SmpRn;Aθq and S pRn;Aθq, respectively.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.21 that ρpξq Ñ ρ˜pξq is a continuous linear map from SmpRn;Aθq to
itself, since this is the composition of the restriction and extension maps. This also implies that the
linear map ρpξq Ñ ρ˜pξq´ ρpξq is continuous from SmpRn;Aθq to itself, and so its graph is a closed
subspace of SmpRn;Aθq ˆ SmpRn;Aθq. As this graph is contained in SmpRn;Aθq ˆ S pRn;Aθq
and the inclusion of S pRn;Aθq into SmpRn;Aθq is continuous, this graph is a closed subspace
of SmpRn;Aθq ˆ S pRn;Aθq as well. The closed graph theorem then ensures us that we have a
continuous linear map from SmpRn;Aθq to S pRn;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
This leads us to the following parameter version of Proposition 3.32 and Proposition 3.37.
Proposition 5.27. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq, m, d P R.
(i) ρ˜pξ;λq P Sm,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and ρ˜pξ;λq ´ ρpξ;λq P S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
(ii) Suppose that pρpk;λqqkPZn P S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq. Then ρpξ;λq P S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 4.25 and Lemma 5.26. It remains to prove part (ii).
Suppose that pρpk;λqqkPZn P S´8,dpZn ˆ Λ;Aθq. We then know by Proposition 5.24 that ρ˜pξ;λq
is in S´8,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq. As ρ˜pξ;λq´ρpξ;λq P S´8,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq by part (i), we then deduce that
ρpξ;λq P S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
Combining the 2nd part of Proposition 5.27 and (3.13) leads us to the following statement.
Corollary 5.28. Let ρpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq be such that Pρpλq “ 0. Then ρpξ;λq is contained
in S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
5.6. Smoothing operators with parameter. We would like to have a HoldpΛq-version of the
characterization of smoothing operators provided by Proposition 3.38. Once again a smoothing
operator is a linear operator on Aθ that extends to a continuous linear map from A 1θ to Aθ. Thus,
the space of smoothing operators is naturally identified with L pA 1θ ,Aθq.
We equip L pA 1θ ,Aθq with its strong topology, i.e., the topology of uniform convergence on
bounded subsets of A 1θ , where A 1θ itself is equipped with its strong topology. Given s, t P R, we
denote by } ¨ }s,t the operator norm of L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ q.
By Proposition 3.27 the topology of Aθ is the projective limit of the H
psq
θ -topologies while
their inductive limit yields the topology of A 1θ . This enables us to understand the topology of
L pA 1θ ,Aθq in terms of the norms } ¨ }s,t. Namely, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.29. The topology of L pA 1θ ,Aθq is generated by the norms } ¨ }s,t, s, t P R.
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Proposition 5.30. The following holds.
(1) The linear map S pRn;Aθq Q ρpξq Ñ Pρ P L pA 1θ ,Aθq is continuous.
(2) There is a continuous linear mapL pA 1θ ,Aθq Q RÑ ρRpξq P S pRn;Aθq such that R “ PρR
for all R P L pA 1θ ,Aθq.
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Proof. Let s, t P R and set m “ s´ t. The quantization map ρpξq Ñ Pρ gives rise to a continuous
linear map from SmpRn;Aθq to L pH pt`mqθ ,H ptqθ q “ L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ q. Combining this with the
continuity of the inclusion of S pRn;Aθq into SmpRn;Aθq shows that ρÑ }Pρ}s,t is a continuous
semi-norm on S pRn;Aθq. As by Proposition 5.29 the norms } ¨ }s,t, s, t P R, generate the topology
of L pA 1θ ,Aθq, it then follows that ρpξq Ñ Pρ is a continuous linear map from S pRn;Aθq to
L pA 1θ ,Aθq. This proves the first part.
It remains to prove the 2nd part. Given any R P L pA 1θ ,Aθq we know by Proposition 3.38
there is ρRpξq P S pRn;Aθq such that R is the ΨDO associated with ρRpξq. As the proof of [22,
Proposition 6.30] shows we may take ρRpξq to be the extension (3.14) of the toroidal symbol
pRrUkspUkq˚qkPZn (this can be also seen by using (3.13) and Proposition 3.37).
Claim. The linear map L pA 1θ ,Aθq Q RÑ pRrUksqkPZn P S pZn;Aθq is continuous.
Proof of the Claim. Given N P N0 and α P Nn0 , let s ă ´n2 ´ N . Any unitary Uk, k P Zn, is
contained in H
psq
θ and it follows from (3.11) that }Uk}s “ p1`|k|2q s2 . As 2s` 2N ă ´n, we haveÿ
kPZn
››p1` |k|qNUk}2s “ ÿ
kPZn
p1` |k|2qsp1` |k|q2N ă 8.
This shows that the family tp1` |k|qNUk; k P Znu is bounded in H psqθ .
Bearing this in mind, set t “ |α| ´ s. As ´s ą n2 it can be shown (see, e.g., [23, Appendix A])
that there is Cs ą 0 independent of α such that››δαu} ď Cs}u}t @u P Aθ.
Therefore, for all k P Zn, we have
p1` |k|qN ››δα “RpUkq‰›› ď Csp1` |k|qN ››RpUkq››t ď Cs››R››s,t ››p1` |k|qNUk››s .
As tp1` |k|qNUk; k P Znu is bounded in H psqθ , we deduce there is CNα ą 0 such that
sup
kPZn
p1` |k|qN ››δα “RpUkq‰›› ď CNα››R››s,t @R P L pA 1θ ,Aθq.
As } ¨ }s,t is a continuous semi-norm on L pA 1θ ,Aθq this shows that RÑ pRrUksqkPZn is continuous
linear map from L pA 1θ ,Aθq to S pZn;Aθq. The claim is proved. 
Bearing this in mind, it follows from the proof of [22, Lemma 6.29] that we have a continuous
linear map,
S pZn;Aθq Q pρkqkPZn ÝÑ pρkpUkq˚qkPZn P S pZn;Aθq.
Composing it with the extension map (3.14) we get a continuous linear map from S pZn;Aθq to
S pRn;Aθq. As ρRpξ;λq is precisely the image of pRrUksqkPZn under that map, by using the claim
above we see that R Ñ ρRpξq is a continuous linear map from L pA 1θ ,Aθq to S pRn;Aθq. This
proves the 2nd part. The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to prove the following HoldpΛq-version of Proposition 3.38.
Proposition 5.31. We have
Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq “ Hold
`
Λ;L pA 1θ ,Aθq
˘ “ č
s,tPR
Hold
`
Λ;L
`
H
psq
θ ,H
ptq
θ
˘˘
.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.25 and Proposition 5.30 that we have quantization and symbol
maps,
S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq Q ρpξ;λq ÝÑ Pρpλq P Hold
`
Λ;L pA 1θ ,Aθq
˘
,(5.11)
Hold
`
Λ;L pA 1θ ,Aθq
˘ Q Rpλq ÝÑ ρRpξ;λq P S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq.
Furthermore, the symbol map is a right-inverse of the quantization map.
If Rpλq P Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq, then Rpλq “ Pρpλq for some ρpξ;λq P S´8,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq, and so (5.11)
ensures us that Rpλq P HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq. Conversely, if Rpλq P HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq, then
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ρRpξ;λq P S´8,dpRn ˆ Λ;Aθq and Rpλq “ PρRpλq, and hence Rpλq P Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq. This shows
that Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq “ HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq.
It remains to show that HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq “
Ş
s,tPR Hol
dpΛ;L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ qq. The continuity
of the inclusions of L pA 1θ ,Aθq into L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ q, s, t P R, and Proposition 4.13 ensure us that
(5.12) Hold
`
Λ;L pA 1θ ,Aθq
˘ Ă Hold `Λ;L `H psqθ ,H ptqθ ˘˘ for all s, t P R.
Conversely, let Rpλq P Şs,tPR HoldpΛ;L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ qq. Then, for every λ P Λ, the operator Rpλq
is contained in all the spaces L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ q, s, t P R, and so this is a smoothing operator by
Proposition 3.38. Moreover, given any s, t P R, for every pseudo-cone Λ1 ĂĂ Λ, there is CΛ1st ą 0
such that ››Rpλq››
s,t
ď CΛ1stp1` |λ|qd for all s, t P Λ1.
As by Proposition 5.29 the norms } ¨ }s,t, s, t P R, generate the topology of L pA 1θ ,Aθq, this shows
that Rpλq P HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq. Combining this with (5.12) shows that HoldpΛ;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq
agrees with
Ş
s,tPR Hol
dpΛ;L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ qq. The proof is complete. 
Corollary 5.32. Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq “ ŞmPR Ψm,dpAθ; Λq.
Proof. We know that Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq Ă ŞmPR Ψm,dpAθ; Λq (cf. Remark 5.5). Conversely, if Rpλq is
in Ψm,dpAθ; Λq for every m P R, then by Proposition 5.10 it is in HoldpΛ;L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ qq for all
s, t P R. Proposition 5.31 then shows that Rpλq P Ψ´8,dpAθ; Λq. The proof is complete. 
6. The Resolvent of an Elliptic ΨDO
In this section, we show that the pseudodifferential calculus with parameter from the previous
two sections is a natural nest for the resolvent of elliptic operators.
Throughout this section, we let P : Aθ Ñ Aθ be an elliptic ΨDO of order w ą 0 with symbol
ρpξq „ řjě0 ρw´jpξq.
6.1. Parametrix construction. We start by constructing an explicit parametrix for P ´λ. The
first task is single out the relevant set of parameters for which we have a parametrix.
Recall that by Proposition 2.3 ρwpξq is invertible if and only if it is invertible in L pHθq.
Definition 6.1. The elliptic parameter set of P is
ΘpP q “ C˚z
„ ď
ξPRnz0
Sppρwpξqq

“  λ P C˚; ρwpξq ´ λ is invertible for all ξ P Rnz0(.
Remark 6.2. The fact that Sp ρwptξq “ Sp twρwpξq “ tw Sp ρwpξq for all t ą 0 implies that ΘpP q
is invariant under positive dilations. It then follows that ΘpP q is a cone in C˚.
Example 6.3. Suppose that ρwpξq is selfadjoint for all ξ P Rnzt0u (e.g., P is selfadjoint). Then
Sppρwpξqq Ă R for all ξ P Rnzt0u, and so ΘpP q Ą CzR.
Example 6.4. If ρwpξq is positive in the sense of (3.15), then Sppρwpξqq Ă p0,8q, and so ΘpP q
contains Czr0,8q. As ΘpP q is a cone and Sppρwpξqq cannot be empty, we see that ΘpP q “ Czr0,8q.
Definition 6.5. We say that P is elliptic with parameter when ΘpP q ‰ H.
Throughout the rest of this section we assume that P is elliptic with parameter.
Lemma 6.6. ΘpP q is an open cone in C˚.
Proof. We know by Remark 6.2 that ΘpP q is a cone in C˚. Let λ0 P ΘpP q, and set φ0 “ arg λ0 P
p´pi, pis. By homogeneity the whole ray tteiφ0 ; t ą 0u is contained in ΘpP q. Together with the
ellipticity of P this implies that ρwpξq ´ teiφ0 is invertible for all ξ P Rnz0 and t ě 0. In addition,
set r0 “ supξPSn´1 }ρwpξq}. If |λ| ą r0 and ξ P Sn´1, then |λ| ą }ρwpξq} for all ξ P Sn´1, and so
ρwpξq ´ λ is invertible.
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Let r ą r0. As mentioned above ρwpξq´teiφ0 P A ´1θ for all ξ P Sn´1 and t P r0, rs. As A ´1θ is an
open set, we see that every pξ1, t1q P Sn´1ˆr0, rs admits an open neighborhood U1 Ă Sn´1ˆr0, rs
such that there is δ ą 0 for which ρwpξq ´ teiφ P A ´1θ for all pξ, tq P U1 and φ P pφ0 ´ δ, φ0 ` δq.
The compactness of Sn´1 ˆ r0, rs allows us to cover Sn´1 ˆ r0, rs by finitely many such open sets.
Therefore, we can find δ ą 0 such that ρwpξq ´ teiφ P A ´1θ for all pξ, tq P Sn´1 ˆ r0, rs and
φ P pφ0 ´ δ, φ0 ` δq. As r ą r0 and ρwpξq ´ λ P A ´1θ when ξ P Sn´1 and |λ| ą r0, we deduce that
ρwpξq´λ is invertible for all ξ P Sn´1 and all λ in the open angular sector Θ :“ t| arg λ´φ0| ă δu.
By homogeneity this implies that ρwpξq ´ λ is invertible for all ξ P Rnz0 and λ P Θ. That is, Θ
is contained in ΘpP q. As Θ is an open set this implies that ΘpP q is a neighborhood of λ0. Thus,
ΘpP q is a neighborhood of each of its points, and so this is an open set. The proof is complete. 
In what follows, setting c :“ inft}ρwpξq´1}´1; |ξ| “ 1u we define
(6.1) ΩcpP q “ tpξ, λq P pRnz0q ˆ C˚; λ P ΘpP q or |λ| ă c|ξ|wu.
In the notation of (4.11) this is just the open set ΩcpΘpP qq associated with the open cone ΘpP q.
Lemma 6.7. The following holds.
(1) ρwpξq ´ λ is invertible for all pξ, λq P ΩcpP q.
(2) pρwpξq ´ λq´1 P S´1´wpΩcpP q;Aθq.
Proof. Set Ω0pP q “ pRnz0q ˆΘpP q. We have
ΩcpP q “ Ω0pP q Y tpξ, λq P pRnz0q ˆ C˚; |λ| ă c|ξ|wu.
The very definition of ΘpP q means that ρwpξq ´ λ is invertible for all pξ, λq P Ω0pP q. Let pξ, λq P
pRnz0q ˆ C˚ be such that |λ| ă c|ξ|w. The definition of c implies that }ρwpηq´1} ď c´1 for all
η P Sn´1. In particular, the inequality holds for η “ |ξ|´1ξ. Thus,
}ρwpξq´1} “ |ξ|´w}ρw
`|ξ|´1ξ˘´1} ď |ξ|´wc´1 ă |λ|´1.
This implies that λ´1 ´ ρwpξq´1 is invertible. As ρwpξq ´ λ “ λρwpξqpλ´1 ´ ρwpξq´1q, we deduce
that ρwpξq ´ λ is invertible when 0 ă |λ| ă c|ξ|w. This proves the first part.
The homogeneity of ρwpξq implies that pρwptξq ´ twλq´1 “ t´wpρwpξq ´ λq´1 for all pξ, λq P
ΩcpP q and t ą 0. Moreover, the differentiability of the inverse map u Ñ u´1 of Aθ ensures us
that pρwpξq ´ λq´1 P C8pΩcpP q;Aθq (see [23, Lemma 11.2]). Moreover, as Bλpρwpξq ´ λq´1 “pρwpξq ´ λq´1Bλpλqpρwpξq ´ λq´1 “ 0, we see that pρwpξq ´ λq´1 is holomorphic with respect to
λ, and hence pρwpξq ´ λq´1 P C8,ωpΩcpP q;Aθq.
To complete the proof it just remains to show that pρwpξq ´ λq´1 P C8,´1pΩ0pP q;Aθq. Note
that if |λ| ą }ρwpξq}, then
(6.2) }pρwpξq ´ λq´1} “ |λ|´1}p1´ λ´1ρwpξqq´1} ď |λ|
´1
1´ |λ|´1}ρwpξq} .
Let K Ă Rnz0 be compact. If |λ| ą 2 supt}ρwpξq}; ξ P Ku, then }ρwpξq} ď 12 |λ| for all ξ P K,
and so by using (6.2) we get }pρwpξq ´ λq´1} ď 2|λ|´1. It then follows that, for every pseudo-cone
Θ1 ĂĂ ΘpP q, there is CΘ1K ą 0 such that
(6.3) }pρwpξq ´ λq´1} ď CΘ1K
`
1` |λ|˘´1 @pξ, λq P K ˆΘ1.
Given any multi-orders α and β the multi-derivative δαBβξ pρwpξq´λq´1 is a linear combination of
products of the form,
pρwpξq ´ λq´1rδα1Bβ1ξ ρwpξqspρwpξq ´ λq´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rδα
kBβkξ ρwpξqspρwpξq ´ λq´1.
Combining this with (6.3) allows us to show that, for every pseudo-cone Θ1 ĂĂ ΘpP q, there is
CΘ1Kαβ ą 0 such that
}δαBβξ pρwpξq ´ λq´1} ď CΘ1Kαβ
`
1` |λ|˘´1 @pξ, λq P K ˆΘ1.
This shows pρwpξq ´ λq´1 P C8,´1pΩ0pP q;Aθq. The proof is complete. 
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In what follows, given any R ą 0, we denote by ΛR the open pseudo-cone defined by
ΛR “ ΘpP q YDp0, Rq,
where Dp0, Rq is the open disk of radius R centered at the origin.
Theorem 6.8. Suppose that P is elliptic with parameter. Then, for every R ą 0, the following
holds.
(1) P ´ λ admits a parametrix Qpλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛRq in the sense that
(6.4) pP ´ λqQpλq “ QpλqpP ´ λq “ 1 mod Ψ´8,0pAθ; ΛRq.
(2) Any parametrix Qpλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛRq as above has symbol σpξ;λq „ řjě0 σ´w´jpξ;λq,
where σ´w´jpξ;λq P S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq is given by
σ´wpξ;λq “
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘´1
,(6.5)
σ´w´jpξ;λq “ ´
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
lăj
1
α!
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘´1Bαξ ρw´kpξqδασ´w´lpξ;λq, j ě 1.(6.6)
Proof. We regard P ´ λ as an element of Ψw,1pAθ;Aθq (cf. Example 5.3). We claim that the
formulas (6.5)–(6.6) define maps σ´w´jpξ;λq P S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq for j “ 0, 1, . . .. We prove this
by induction on j. For j “ 0 this is the contents of Lemma 6.7. Assume the result is true for l ă j
with j ě 1. Then σ´w´jpξ;λq is a linear combination of terms of the form,
(6.7)
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘´1Bαξ ρw´kpξqδασ´w´lpξ;λq, k ` l ` |α| “ j, l ă j.
Here pρwpξq´λq´1 P S´1´wpΩcpP q;Aθq. As mentioned in Example 4.31 we can regard Bαξ ρw´kpξq as
an element of S0w´k´|α|pΩcpP q;Aθq Ă S1w´k´|α|pΩcpP q;Aθq. Moreover, by assumption σ´w´lpξ;λq P
S´1´w´lpΩcpP q;Aθq, and so it follows from Remark 4.32 that δασ´w´lpξ;λq is contained in S´1´w´lpΩcpP q;Aθq
as well. Therefore, by using Remark 4.33 we see that each product of the form (6.7) is contained
in S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq, and hence σ´w´jpξ;λq P S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq.
By Proposition 4.43 there is σpξ;λq P S´w,´1pRnˆΛR;Aθq such that σpξ;λq „ řjě0 σ´w´jpξ;λq.
Set Qpλq “ Pσpλq. Then Qpλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛRq. Moreover, by Proposition 5.9 the composite
pP ´ λqQpλq is contained in Ψ0,0pAθ; ΛRq and has symbol rpρ ´ λq7σspξ;λq. Moreover, it follows
from (5.5) and (6.5)–(6.6) that rpρ´ λq7σspξ;λq „ řjě0rpρ´ λq7σs´jpξ;λq, where“pρ´ λq7σ‰
0
pξ;λq “ `ρwpξq ´ λ˘σ´wpξ;λq “ 1,
and for j ě 1 the homogeneous component rpρ´ λq7σs´jpξ;λq is equal to`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘
σ´w´jpξ;λq `
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
lăj
1
α!
Bαξ ρw´kpξqδασ´w´lpξ;λq “ 0.
This means that pρ´ λq7σpξ;λq „ 1, i.e., pρ´ λq7σpξ;λq ´ 1 P S´8,0pRn ˆ ΛR;Aθq. Thus,
pP ´ λqQpλq “ Ppρ´λq7σpλq “ 1 mod Ψ´8,0pAθ; ΛRq.
The invertibility of ρwpξq ´ λ also enables us to construct σ˜´w´jpξ;λq P S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq,
j “ 0, 1, . . ., such that in the notation of (5.5), for j “ 0, we have
(6.8)
“
σ˜7pρ´ λq‰
0
pξ;λq “ σ˜´wpξ;λq
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘ “ 1,
and rσ˜7pρ´ λqs´jpξ;λq, j ě 1, is equal to
(6.9) σ˜´w´jpξ;λq
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘` ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
kăj
1
α!
Bαξ σ˜´w´kpξ;λqδαρw´lpξq “ 0.
By Proposition 4.43 there is σ˜pξ;λq P S´w,´1pRnˆΛR;Aθq such that σ˜pξ;λq „ řjě0 σ˜´w´jpξ;λq.
As above (6.8)–(6.9) implies that σ˜7pρ´ λq ´ 1 is in S´8,0pRn ˆΛR;Aθq. Thus, if we set Q˜pλq “
Pσ˜pλq, then Q˜pλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛRq and Q˜pλqpP ´ λq “ 1 modulo Ψ´8,0pAθ; ΛRq.
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Set Rpλq “ pP ´ λqQpλq ´ 1 and R˜pλq “ Q˜pλqpP ´ λq ´ 1. Then we have
Q˜pλqpP ´ λqQpλq “ Q˜pλq`1`Rpλq˘ “ Q˜pλq ` Q˜pλqRpλq,
Q˜pλqpP ´ λqQpλq “ `1` R˜pλq˘Qpλq “ Qpλq ` R˜pλqQpλq.
As Q˜pλqRpλq and R˜pλqQpλq are in Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΛRq, we see that Qpλq ´ Q˜pλq is contained in
Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΛRq. Thus,
QpλqpP ´ λq “ Q˜pλqpP ´ λq “ 1 mod Ψ´8,0pAθ; ΛRq.
This shows that Qpλq is a parametrix for P ´ λ in the sense of (6.4).
The above considerations to compare Qpλq and Q˜pλq also shows that if Q1pλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛRq
is any other parametrix in the sense of (6.4), then Q1pλq ´ Qpλq is in Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΛRq. Let
σp1qpξ;λq P S´w,´1pRn ˆ ΛR;Aθq be the symbol of Q1pλq. Then Corollary 5.28 ensures us that
σp1qpξ;λq ´ σpξ;λq is contained in S´8,´1pRn ˆ ΛR;Aθq, and so σ˜pξ;λq „ řσ´w´jpξ;λq, where
the σ´w´jpξ;λq are given by (6.5)–(6.6). This proves the 2nd part. The proof is complete. 
Remark 6.9. The smoothing process of Proposition 4.43 involves cutoffs by means of functions
χpξq P C8c pRnq. These are elements of S´8,0pRn ˆ ΛR;Aθq which are by no mean unique. This
creates an ambiguity with values in S´8,´1pRn ˆ ΛR;Aθq in the construction of the symbol of
the parametrix of P ´ λ. Note also that, in view of (6.6), the λ-decay of symbols σ´w´jpξ;λq
need not decrease as j becomes large, since we may have some non-zero contribution from terms
like pρwpξq ´ λq´1ρw´j`1pξqσ´w´1pξ;λq with j arbitrary large. Because of all this we can’t really
expect obtaining better λ-decay for the remainder terms in (6.4). When we restrict the parameter
set to ΘpP q we can improve the decay by adding some meromorphic singularities near λ “ 0
(see the proof of Theorem 6.10 below). In some forthcoming work, we will explain that when P
is a differential operator and we also take the parameter set to ΘpP q, then there is no need to
use cut-off functions anymore and we then can modify the parametrix construction so as to have
λ-decay of any order.
6.2. Localization of the spectrum and rays of minimal growth. We shall now use Theo-
rem 6.8 to look at the localization of the spectrum of P .
Theorem 6.10. Suppose that P is elliptic with parameter.
(1) The spectrum of P is an unbounded discrete subset of C consisting of eigenvalues with
finite multiplicity.
(2) For any cone Θ1 such that Θ1zt0u Ă ΘpP q the following holds.
(a) Θ1 contains at most finitely many eigenvalues of P .
(b) There are r0 and C ą 0 such that
(6.10)
››pP ´ λq´1›› ď C|λ|´1 @λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q.
Proof. By Theorem 6.8 there are Qpλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq and Rpλq P Ψ´8,0pAθ; ΘpP qq such
that pP ´ λqQpλq ` Rpλq “ 1. Set Q1pλq “ Qpλq ´ λ´1Rpλq and R1pλq “ λ´1PRpλq. Then
Q1pλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq and R1pλq P Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq. Moreover, we have
(6.11) pP ´ λqQ1pλq “ pP ´ λqQpλq ´ λ´1PRpλq `Rpλq “ 1´R1pλq.
Let Θ1 be a cone such that Θ1zt0u Ă ΘpP q. This implies that Θ1zDp0, rq ĂĂ ΘpP q for any r ą 0.
Moreover, as R1pλq is in Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq, Proposition 5.31 allows us to regard it as an element
of Hol´1pΘpP q;L pHθqq. Therefore, there is CΘ1r ą 0 such that }R1pλq} ď CΘ1r|λ|´1 for all
λ P Θ1zDp0, rq. It then follows that there is r0 ą 0 such that }R1pλq} ď 12 for all λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q.
This ensures that, for every λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q, the operator 1 ´ R1pλq is invertible in L pHθq and
}p1´R1pλqq´1} ď p1´ }R1pλq}q´1 ď 2.
As Q1pλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq, it follows from Proposition 5.11 that
Q1pλq P Hol´1
`
ΘpP q;L pHθq
˘XHol0 `ΘpP q;L pHθ,H pwqθ q˘.
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In particular, the equalities (6.11) hold on Hθ. Let λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q. Then Q1pλqp1´R1pλqq´1 is
in L pHθ,H pwqθ q, and by using (6.11) we see that on L pHθq we have
pP ´ λqQ1pλq
`
1´R1pλq
˘´1 “ p1´R1pλqq`1´R1pλq˘´1 “ 1.
That is, Q1pλqp1´R1pλqq´1 is a right inverse of P ´ λ.
We can similarly construct Q2pλq P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq and R2pλq P Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΘpP qq such
that Q2pλqpP ´ λq “ 1 ´ R2pλq. We regard R2pλq as an element of Hol´1pΘpP q;L pH pwqθ qq. In
the same way as above, by taking r0 large enough 1 ´ R2pλq becomes invertible in L pH pwqθ q
for all λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q. It then can be shown that p1 ´ R2pλqq´1Q2pλq P L pHθ,H pwqθ q is a left
inverse of P ´ λ on its domain H pwqθ . Therefore, it must agree with Q1pλqp1´R1pλqq´1, and so
Q1pλqp1´R1pλqq´1 is a bounded two-sided inverse of P ´ λ.
All this shows that Θ1zDp0, r0q is contained in CzSppP q. This implies that SppP q ‰ C, and
so by Proposition 3.50 the spectrum of P is an unbounded discrete subset of C consisting of
eigenvalues with finite multiplicity. In particular, there are at most finitely many eigenvalues of P
in the disk Dp0, r0q. As there are no eigenvalues in Θ1zDp0, r0q, we then see that Θ1 may contain
at most finitely many of them.
Finally, as Q1pλq P Hol´1pΘpP q;L pHθqq and Θ1zDp0, r0q ĂĂ ΘpP q there is CΘ1r0 ą 0 such
that }Q1pλq} ď CΘ1r0 |λ|´1 for all λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q. Furthermore, as shown above, if λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q
then pP ´λq´1 “ Q1pλqp1´R1pλqq´1 and }p1´R1pλqq´1} ď 2. Therefore, for all λ P Θ1zDp0, r0q,
we have
}pP ´ λq´1} “ }Q1pλqp1´R1pλqq´1} ď }Q1pλq}}p1´R1pλqq´1} ď 2CΘ1r0 |λ|´1.
This gives (6.10). The proof is complete. 
Definition 6.11. A ray L Ă C˚ is called a ray of minimal growth for P when the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(i) L does not contain any eigenvalue of P .
(ii) }pP ´ λq´1} “ Op|λ|´1q as λ goes to 8 along L.
Remark 6.12. The existence of ray of minimal growths is a crucial ingredient in the construction
of complex powers and logarithms of elliptic operators (see, e.g., [40]).
Example 6.13. If P is selfadjoint, then every ray L Ă CzR is a ray of minimal growth.
As immediate consequences of Theorem 6.10 we get the following results.
Corollary 6.14. For any cone Θ1 such that Θ1zt0u Ă ΘpP q, all but finitely many rays contained
in Θ1 are rays of minimal growth for P .
Corollary 6.15. Any ray L Ă ΘpP q that does not contain any eigenvalue of P is a ray of miminal
growth.
6.3. Analysis of the resolvent. In what follows we set
ΘˇpP q “ ΘpP qzttλ; t ą 0, λ P SpP u.
That is, ΘˇpP q is obtained from ΘpP q by deleting all the rays through eigenvalues of P . In
particular, this is a cone. Moreover, in view of Corollary 6.15, every ray contained in ΘˇpP q is a
ray of minimal growth.
Lemma 6.16. ΘˇpP q is a non-empty open cone in C˚.
Proof. Let λ0 P ΘpP q. As ΘpP q is an open cone, there is an open cone Θ1 containing λ0 and such
that Θ1zt0u Ă ΘpP q. Such a cone can be obtained for instance as the cone generated by a compact
neighborhood of λ0 in ΘpP q. Thanks to Theorem 6.10 we know that Θ1 contains at most finitely
many eigenvalues of P . Let L1, . . . , LN be the rays contained in Θ
1 that contain eigenvalues of P .
Set Θˇ1 :“ Θ1zpL1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y LN q. Then Θˇ1 is a non-empty open cone which is contained in ΘˇpP q. In
particular, this implies that ΘˇpP q ‰ H. Moreover, if λ0 P ΘˇpP q, then Θˇ1 is an open neighborhood
of λ0 contained in ΘˇpP q. This shows that ΘˇpP q is a neighborhood of each of its point, and hence
this is an open set. The proof is complete. 
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Definition 6.17. Set R0 “ distp0,SppP q X C˚q. The pseudo-cone ΛpP q is defined by
ΛpP q “
#
ΘˇpP q YDp0, R0q if 0 R SppP q,
ΘˇpP q Y “Dp0, R0qzt0u‰ if 0 P SppP q.
Proposition 6.18. pP ´ λq´1 is contained in Hol´1pΛpP q;L pHθqq.
Proof. As ΛpP q Ă CzSppP q, we have a holomorphic map λÑ P ´ λ from ΛpP q to the invertible
elements of L pH pwqθ ,Hθq. By taking inverses we then get a holomorphic map from ΛpP q to
L pHθ,H pwqθ q, i.e., pP ´ λq´1 P HolpΛpP q;L pHθqq.
Let Λ1 be a pseudo-cone such that Λ1 ĂĂ ΛpP q. Denote by Θ1 its conical component. Then
Θ1zt0u is contained in ΘˇpP q Ă ΘpP q, and so by Theorem 6.10 the estimate (6.10) holds on
ΘpP qzDp0, r0q for r0 large enough. Note that Λ1zrΘpP qzDp0, r0qs is pre-compact in ΛpP q, since
this is a bounded set whose closure is contained in ΛpP q. It then follows there is CΛ1 ą 0 such
that ››pP ´ λq´1›› ď CΛ1p1` |λ|q´1 @λ P Λ1.
This shows that pP ´ λq´1 P Hol´1pΛpP q;L pHθqq. The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 6.19. Suppose that P is elliptic with parameter. Then the following holds.
(1) The resolvent pP ´ λq´1 is contained in Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq.
(2) pP ´ λq´1 has symbol σpξ;λq „ řσ´w´jpξ;λq, where σ´w´jpξ;λq is given by (6.5)–(6.6).
Proof. By construction ΛpP q Ă ΘpP q Y Dp0, R0q. Therefore, by Theorem 6.8 there is Qpλq in
Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq such that
(6.12) QpλqpP ´ λq “ 1´R1pλq and pP ´ λqQpλq “ 1´R2pλq,
where R1pλq and R2pλq are in Ψ´8,0pAθ; ΛpP qq. Multiplying the first equality by pP ´λq´1 gives
Qpλq “ p1´R1pλqqpP ´ λq´1, i.e.,
(6.13) pP ´ λq´1 “ Qpλq `R1pλqpP ´ λq´1.
Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.31 ensure us that Qpλq and R1pλq are in Hol´1pΛpP q;L pAθqq
and Hol0pΛpP q;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq, respectively. Moreover, thanks to Proposition 6.18 we also know
that pP ´ λq´1 is contained in Hol´1pΛpP q;L pHθqq, and so it can be regarded as an element of
Hol´1pΛpP q;L pAθ,A 1θ qq. Therefore, the composition R1pλqpP ´ λq´1 gives rise to an element of
Hol´1pΛpP q;L pAθqq. Combining all this with (6.13) we deduce that pP ´ λq´1 is contained in
Hol´1pΛpP q;L pAθqq.
Multiplying by pP ´ λq´1 the 2nd equality in (6.12) gives Qpλq “ pP ´ λq´1p1´R2pλqq. That
is,
(6.14) pP ´ λq´1 “ Qpλq ` pP ´ λq´1R2pλq.
As pP ´ λq´1 P Hol´1pΛpP q;L pAθqq and R2pλq is in Hol0pΛpP q;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq by Proposition 5.31
the composition pP ´ λq´1R2pλq is in Hol´1pΛpP q;L pA 1θ ,Aθqq. Therefore, by Proposition 5.31
this is an element of Ψ´8,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq. Combining this with (6.14) then shows that pP ´ λq´1
is contained in Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq. This proves the 1st part. The 2nd part follows from the 2nd
part of Theorem 6.8 and the fact that pP ´ λq´1 is a parametrix. The proof is complete. 
Remark 6.20. Suppose that 0 P SppP q. In this case 0 R ΛpP q, and so Theorem 6.19 asserts that
pP ´ λq´1 is a Hol´1-family of ΨDOs off λ “ 0. By using analytic Fredholm theory it can be
shown that at λ “ 0 we actually have a meromorphic singularity in L pHθq with finite rank poles
(see, e.g., [10, Appendix C]). It can be actually shown that the poles are smoothing operators and
by removing the meromorphic singularity we actually get a Hol´1-family of ΨDOs near λ “ 0
(see [27]).
We mention a few consequences of Theorem 6.19. First, we have the following refinement of
Proposition 5.11.
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Proposition 6.21. For every s P R, we have
pP ´ λq´1 P
č
0ďaď1
Hol´1`a
´
ΛpP q;L `H psqθ ,H ps`awqθ ˘¯ .
Proof. We know by Theorem 6.19 that pP ´ λq´1 P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq. Therefore, by using
Proposition 5.11 we see that, for every s P R, we have
pP ´ λq´1 P
č
´1ďd1ď0
Hold
1 ´
ΛpP q;L `H ps´w`w|d1|qθ ,H psqθ ˘¯ .
Substituting ´1` a for d1 and s` aw for s with a P r0, 1s gives the result. 
In another direction we have the following Schatten class properties of the resolvent.
Proposition 6.22. Set p “ nw´1. Then
pP ´ λq´1 P
č
qěp
Hol´1`pq
´1 ´
ΛpP q;L pq,8q
¯
.
Proof. We know by Theorem 6.19 that pP ´λq´1 P Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq. We thus are in the setting
of Proposition 5.14 with d “ ´1 and m “ ´w. Here mw´1 “ ´1 “ d, and so (5.7) gives
pP ´ λq´1 P
č
qěp
Holdpqq
´
ΛpP q;L pq,8q
¯
.
where dpqq “ p´w ` nq´1qw´1 “ ´1` pnw´1qq´1 “ ´1` pq´1. This proves the result. 
One approach to derive spectral asymptotics is to use resolvent-type expansions. This often
leads us to estimate traces of operators of the form,
QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq “ A0pP ´ λq´1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨AN´1pP ´ λq´1AN , Aj P Ψaj pAθq.
For instance, when A1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨AN “ 1 we get the operator A0pP ´ λq´N . Note that by Proposi-
tion 5.9 and Theorem 6.19 QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq is contained in Ψm,´N pAθ; ΛpP qq where m “ a´Nw
and we have set a “ a0` ¨ ¨ ¨` aN . In particular, we obtain a family of trace-class operators when
a´Nw ă ´n.
Proposition 6.23. Let Aj P Ψaj pAθq, aj P R, j “ 0, . . . , N . Set a “ a0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` aN , and assume
that ´Nw ` a ă ´n.
(1) If a ă ´n, then QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq P Hol´N pΛpP q;L 1q and, for any pseudo-cone Λ ĂĂ
ΛpP q, there is CΛ ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ
Tr
“
QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq
‰ˇˇˇ ď CΛp1` |λ|q´N @λ P Λ.
(2) If a ě ´n and δ ą pa ` nqw´1, then QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq P Hol´N`δpΛpP q;L 1q and, for
any pseudo-cone Λ ĂĂ ΛpP q, there is CΛδ ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ
Tr
“
QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq
‰ˇˇˇ ď CΛδp1` |λ|q´N`δ @λ P Λ.
Proof. As mentioned above QpA0, . . . , AN qpλq P Ψm,´N pAθ; ΛpP qq with m “ a ´ Nw. We thus
are in the framework of Proposition 5.15 with d “ ´N . Here pm` nqw´1 “ pa´Nw ` nqw´1 “
´N ` pa` nqw´1, and so the condition d ą pm` nqw´1 becomes ´N ą ´N ` pa` nqw´1, i.e.,
a ă ´n. The result then follows from Proposition 5.15. 
7. Complex Powers of Positive Elliptic Operators
In this section, we use the results of the previous section to show that the complex powers of
positive elliptic ΨDOs are ΨDOs. We refer to [27] for a more comprehensive account on complex
powers of elliptic ΨDOs on noncommutative tori.
In what follows, we let P P ΨwpAθq be an elliptic ΨDO with symbol ρpξq „ řjě0 ρw´jpξq. We
make the following positivity assumptions:
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(P1) The principal symbol ρwpξq is positive, i.e., ρwpξq is selfadjoint and has positive spectrum
for all ξ ‰ 0.
(P2) P is formally selfadjoint and has non-negative spectrum.
Note that we do not assume P to be a differential operator. The ellipticity of P and (P2) ensure us
that P with domain H
pwq
θ is a selfadjoint Fredholm operator on Hθ with non-negative (discrete)
spectrum. In addition, (P1) and (P2) imply that ΘˇpP q “ ΘpP q “ Czr0,8q, and so we have
ΛpP q “ Czrr0,8q, where r0 :“ dist
`
0,SppP qz0˘ “ }P´1}´1.
Given z P C and λ P Czp´8, 0s, we put λz “ ez log λ, where λ Ñ log λ is the continuous
determination of the logarithm on Czp´8, 0s with values in the stripe t|<λ| ă piu. In particular,
the power functions λÑ λz are holomorphic functions on Czp´8, 0s. Moreover, they agree with
the standard power functions on p0,8q.
For z P C we define the operator P z by standard Borel functional calculus, with the convention
that P z “ 0 on kerP (i.e., λz “ 0 for λ “ 0). Alternatively, if pe`q`ě0 is any orthonormal eigenbasis
of P with Pe` “ λ`e`, then we have
P ze` “ λz`e` @` ě 0.
For <z ď 0 we obtain a bounded operator on Hθ. For <z ą 0 we get a closed unbounded operator
with domain H
pw<zq
θ . In particular, the domain of P
z always contains Aθ. We also have the
group property,
(7.1) P z1`z2u “ P z1P z2u @u P Aθ @zi P C.
In addition, for <z ă 0 we have the integral formula,
P z “ 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λzpP ´ λq´1dλ,
where the integral converges in L pHθq and Γ is a downward-oriented keyhole contour of the form
Γ “ BΛprq, with
Λprq :“ tλ P C˚; <λ ď 0 or |λ| ď ru , 0 ă r ă r0.
Note that Λprq is a pseudo-cone and Λprq ĂĂ ΛpP q.
r
Λprq
Γ
Figure 2. Pseudo-Cone Λprq and Contour Γ “ BΛprq
The main aim of this section is to show that the powers P z are ΨDOs. To reach this end we
need a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that Λ is an open pseudo-cone containing Γ. Let σpξ;λq P Sm,dpRnˆΛ;Aθq
with m P R and d ă ´1.
(i) The integral ρpξq “ ş
Γ
σpξ;λqdλ converges in SmpRn;Aθq.
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(ii) We have ż
Γ
Pσpλqdλ “ Pρ,
where the integral converges in L pAθq.
Proof. The first part follows from the 1st part of Proposition A.7 and the fact that SmpRn;Aθq is
a Fre´chet space. The 2nd part follows from the 2nd part of Proposition A.7 and the continuity of
the linear map SmpRn;Aθq Q ρÑ Pρ P L pAθq. This completes the proof. 
Define
c “ inf
|ξ|“1
››ρwpξq´1››´1 and c1 “ sup
|ξ|“1
}ρwpξq} .
The ellipticity of P ensures us that c ą 0. Moreover, as ρwpξq has positive spectrum, its spectrum
is contained in the interval r}ρwpξq´1}´1, }ρwpξq}s for every ξ ‰ 0. As by homogeneity ρwpξq “
|ξ|wρwp|ξ|´1ξq, we deduce that
(7.2) Sp pρwpξqq Ă
“
c|ξ|w, c1|ξ|w‰ @ξ P Rnz0.
In what follows we define ΩcpP q as in (6.1). Namely, as ΘpP q “ Czr0,8q, we have
ΩcpP q “ tpξ, λq P pRnz0q ˆ C; λ P Czrc|ξ|w,8qu .
Lemma 7.2. Let z P C, <z ă 0, and σpξ;λq P S´1m pΩcpP q;Aθq, m P R. In addition, let Γ be a
contour of the form Γ “ BΛprq with 0 ă r ă c. Then the integral
ρpξq :“
ż
|ξ|wΓ
λzσpξ;λqdλ, ξ ‰ 0,
converges in Aθ and defines a homogeneous symbol in Sm`wpz`1qpRn;Aθq.
Proof. As σpξ;λq is in S´1m pΩcpP q;Aθq this is a C8,ω-map from ΩcpP q to Aθ. Set
Θ “
"
λ P C˚; pi
4
ă | arg λ| ă 3pi
4
*
.
We get an open cone containing iRz0 such that Θz0 is contained in Czr0,8q “ ΘpP q. Thus, by
the very definition of the space S´1m pΩcpP q;Aθq, for any compact K Ă Rnz0 and multi-orders α
and β, there is CKαβ ą 0 such that
(7.3)
››δαBβξ σpξ;λq›› ď CKαβ`1` |λ|˘´1 @pξ, λq P K ˆΘ.
For s ą 0 we also set
Λ1psq :“ ΘY
"
λ P C˚; | arg λ| ď pi
4
and |λ| ă csw
*
.
Thus, Λ1psq is an open pseudo-cone with conical part Θ. Note that λz P Hol<zpΛpsqq. We also
observe that the contour |ξ|wΓ is contained in Λ1psq for s ě |ξ|. Furthermore, if s ď |ξ| and λ P C˚
is such that |λ| ă csw, then |λ| ă c|ξ|w, and so pξ, λq P ΩcpP q. Thus,
tξu ˆ Λ1psq Ă ΩcpP q for all s P p0, |ξ|s.
Let ξ P Rnz0. As tξu ˆ Λ1p|ξ|q Ă ΩcpP q the map λ Ñ σpξ;λq is holomorphic map from
Λ1p|ξ|q to Aθ. Combining this with the estimates (7.3) for K “ tξu and β “ 0 we see that this
is a Hol´1pΛp|ξ|qq-map, and so the map λ Ñ λzσpξ;λq is in Hol´1`<zpΛ1p|ξ|q;Aθq. Recall that
|ξ|wΓ Ă Λ1p|ξ|q and Aθ is a Fre´chet space. Therefore, by the 1st part of Proposition A.7, for every
ξ ‰ 0, the integral ρpz; ξq :“ ş|ξ|wΓ λzσpξ;λqdλ converges in Aθ. Furthermore, by the 3rd part of
Proposition A.7 we may replace the contour |ξ|wΓ by swΓ with any s P p0, |ξ|s.
Let R ą 0 and set UR “ tξ P Rn; |ξ| ą Ru. If ξ P UR, then Rw ă |ξ|w, and so we have
ρpξq “
ż
RwΓ
λzσpξ;λqdλ @ξ P UR.
In addition, if 0 ă |λ| ă cRw, then |λ| ă c|ξ|w, and so pξ, λq P ΩcpP q. Therefore, we see that
UR ˆ Λ1pRq Ă ΩcpP q. Combining this with the estimates (7.3) shows that σpξ;λq P C8,´1pUR ˆ
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csw
Λ1psq
Figure 3. Pseudo-Cone Λ1psq
Λ1pRq;Aθq, and hence λzσpξ;λq P C8,´1`<zpUR ˆ Λ1pRq;Aθq. As C8pUR;Aθq is a Fre´chet space
(see, e.g., [22, Proposition C.23]), we may apply 1st part of Proposition A.7 to see that the integralş
RwΓ
λzσpξ;λqdλ converges in C8pUR;Aθq. It then follows that ρpξq is a C8-map from UR to Aθ
for every R ą 0, and hence it lies in C8pRnz0;Aθq.
Let us show that ρpξq is homogeneous. Let ξ P Rnz0 and t ą 0. By Proposition A.6 we have
ρptξq “
ż
tw|ξ|wΓ
λzσptξ;λqdλ “
ż
|ξ|wΓ
twz`wλzσptξ; twλqdλ.
As σptξ; twλq “ tmσpξ;λq we obtain
ρptξq “ twz`w`m
ż
|ξ|wΓ
λzσpξ;λqdλ “ tm`wpz`1qρpξq.
This shows that ρpξq is homogeneous of degree m ` wpz ` 1q, and so ρpξq P Sm`wpz`1qpRn;Aθq.
The proof is complete. 
It follows from Theorem 6.19 that pP ´ λq´1 is in Ψ´w,´1pAθ; ΛpP qq and has symbol σpξ;λq „ř
jě0 σ´w´jpξ;λq, where
σ´wpξ;λq “
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘´1
,(7.4)
σ´w´jpξ;λq “ ´
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
lăj
1
α!
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘´1Bαξ ρw´kpξqδασ´w´lpξ;λq, j ě 1.(7.5)
For every j ě 0 the symbol σ´w´jpξ;λq is in S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq, where ΩcpP q is defined as above.
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 7.3. Assume that (P1) and (P2) hold. For every z P C, the operator P z is in ΨwzpAθq
and has symbol ρpz; ξq „ řjě0 ρwz´jpz; ξq, with
(7.6) ρwz´jpz; ξq :“ 1
2ipi
ż
γξ
λzσ´w´jpξ;λqdλ, ξ ‰ 0,
where σ´w´jpξ;λq is given by (7.4)–(7.5) and γξ is any clockwise-oriented Jordan curve in Czp´8, 0s
that encloses Sppρwpξqq. In particular, the principal symbol of P z is pρwpξqqz.
Proof. Let z P C, <z ă 0. As mentioned above pP ´ λq´1 “ Pσpλq with σpξ;λq P S´w,´1pRn ˆ
ΛpP q;Aθq such that σpξ;λq „ řσ´w´jpξ;λq, where σ´w´jpξ;λq is given by (7.4)–(7.5). In par-
ticular, by using Proposition 4.39 we see that σpξ;λq P S0,´1pRnˆΛpP q;Aθq. It then follows from
Lemma 7.1 that the integral ρpz; ξq “ p2ipiq´1 ş
Γ
λzσpξ;λqdλ converges in S0pRn;Aθq, and on Aθ
we have
P z “ 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λz
dλ
P ´ λ “
1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λzPσpλqdλ “ Pρpz;¨q,
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where the 2nd integral converges in L pAθq.
Without any loss of generality we may assume that Γ “ BΛprq with 0 ă r ă minpr0, cq. Given
any j ě 0, as σ´w´jpξ;λq is contained in S´1´w´jpΩcpP q;Aθq, it follows from Lemma 7.2 that we
define a homogeneous symbol in SmpjqpRn;Aθq with mpjq “ p´w ´ jq ` wpz ` 1q “ wz ´ j by
letting
(7.7) ρwz´jpz; ξq :“ 1
2ipi
ż
|ξ|wΓ
λzσ´w´jpξ;λqdλ, ξ ‰ 0.
Let ξ P Rnz0. Recall that σ´wpλ; ξq “ pρwpξq ´ λq´1, and so λ Ñ σ´wpξ;λq is a holomorphic
map from CzSppρwpξqq to Aθ. Using (7.5) and arguing by induction then shows that, for every
j ě 0, the map λ Ñ σ´w´jpξ;λq is holomorphic on CzSppρwpξqq. We also know from (7.2) that
Sppρwpξqq Ă rc|ξ|w, c1|ξ|ws. As |ξ|wΓ Ă Czpr|ξ|w,8q Ă Czrc|ξ|w,8q, we see that the contour |ξ|wΓ
is contained in CzSppρwpξqq. Therefore, by the 3rd part of Proposition A.7, in the formula (7.7)
we may replace the contour |ξ|wΓ by any clockwise-oriented Jordan curve γξ in Czp´8, 0s whose
interior contains Sppρwpξqq. That is, we have
(7.8) ρwz´jpz; ξq “ 1
2ipi
ż
γξ
λzσ´w´jpξ;λqdλ, j ě 0.
In particular, for j “ 0 we get
ρwzpz; ξq “ 1
2ipi
ż
γξ
λz
`
ρwpξq ´ λ
˘´1
dλ “ ρwpξqz.
Let us show that ρpz; ξq „ řjě0 ρwz´jpz; ξq. By Remark 4.38 the asymptotic expansion
σpξ;λq „ řjě0 σ´w´jpξ;λq implies that, for all N ě 0 and J ě N ` w, there is rNJpξ;λq in
S´w´N,´1pRn ˆ ΛpP q;Aθq such that
σpξ;λq “
ÿ
jăJ
`
1´ χpξq˘σ´w´jpξ;λq ` rNJpξ;λq,
where χpξq P C8c pRnq is as in Lemma 4.34. In our setting this means that χpξq “ 1 for |ξ| ă
pc´1Rq 1w for some R ě r0. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4.34 that p1 ´ χpξqqσ´w´jpξq is
contained in S´j,´1pRn ˆ ΛpP q;Aθq. In any case, for all ξ P Rn, we have
ρpz; ξq “ 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λzσpξ;λqdλ
“
ÿ
jăJ
1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λz
`
1´ χpξq˘σ´w´jpξ;λqdλ` 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λzrNJpξ;λqdλ.
It follows from Lemma 7.1 that the integral
ş
Γ
λzrNJpξ;λqdλ converges in S´w´N pRn;Aθq. In
addition, let j ě 0 and ξ P Rn. We claim that
(7.9)
1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λz
`
1´ χpξq˘σ´w´jpξ;λqdλ “ p1´ χpξqq ρwz´jpz; ξq.
If |ξ| ď pc´1Rq 1w , then both sides of the equation are zero, and so the equation holds. Suppose
now that |ξ| ą pc´1Rq 1w . This implies that c|ξ|w ą R ě r0 ą r. As Sppρwpξqq Ă rc|ξ|w, c1|ξ|ws
we see that Γ is contained in CzSppρwpξqq. Therefore, in the same way as above, in the integral
in (7.9) we may replace the contour Γ by any Jordan curve γξ as in (7.8). Thus,
1
2ipi
ż
Γ
λz
`
1´ χpξq˘σ´w´jpξ;λqdλ “ 1
2ipi
ż
γξ
λz
`
1´ χpξq˘σ´w´jpξ;λqdλ
“ `1´ χpξq˘ ¨ 1
2ipi
ż
γξ
λzσ´w´jpξ;λqdλ
“ p1´ χpξqq ρwz´jpz; ξq.
This confirms our claim.
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It follows from all this that, for all N ě 1 and J ě N ` w, we have
ρpz; ξq “
ÿ
jăJ
p1´ χpξqq ρwz´jpz; ξq mod S´w´N pRn;Aθq.
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.29 this implies that ρpz; ξq „ řjě0p1´χpξqqρwz´jpz; ξq
in the sense that ρpz; ξq ´řjăN p1 ´ χpξqqρwz´jpz; ξq P Sw<z´N pRn;Aθq for all N ě 0. It then
follows that ρpz; ξq „ řjě0 ρwz´jpz; ξq in the sense of (3.3) (cf. [22, Remark 3.21]). In particular,
this shows that ρpz; ξq P SwzpRn;Aθq, and so the power P z “ Pρpz;¨q is an operator in ΨwzpAθq.
This proves the theorem when <z ă 0.
Suppose now that <z ě 0, and let m P N be such that <z ´m ă 0. The group property (7.1)
implies that P z “ PmP z´m on Aθ. Here Pm P ΨmwpAθq, and, as <z´m ă 0, the first part of the
proof shows that P z´m P Ψwpz´mqpAθq. It then follows from Proposition 3.20 that P z P ΨwzpAθq.
It remains to show that the homogeneous symbols ρwz´jpz; ξq of P z are given by the for-
mula (7.6). By the first part of the proof the formula holds true when <z ă 0. Let ξ P Rnz0.
We observe that the integrals p2ipiq´1 ş
γξ
λzσ´w´jpξ;λqdλ give rise to holomorphic maps from C
to Aθ. In particular, this implies that z Ñ ρwz´jpz; ξq is a holomorphic map from the half-space
t<z ă 0u to Aθ for every j ě 0. Furthermore, the equality P z “ PmP z´m and Proposition 3.20
show that, for any m P N and <z ă m, we have
ρwz´jpz; ξq “
ÿ
k`l`|α|“j
1
α!
Bαξ ρmw´kpm; ξqδαρwpz´mq´lpz ´m; ξq.
It then follows that the map z Ñ ρwz´jpz; ξq is holomorphic on every half-space t<z ă mu, m P N,
and hence it is holomorphic on all C. Therefore, if we fix ξ P Rnz0, then both sides of (7.6) are
holomorphic maps on C. As they agree on the half-space t<z ă 0u they agree everywhere. The
proof is complete. 
Remark 7.4. It was mentioned without proof in [12] that complex powers of positive elliptic ΨDOs
on noncommutative 2-tori are ΨDOs. Therefore, Theorem 7.3 confirms the claim of [12].
We end the section with the following consequence of Theorem 7.3.
Theorem 7.5. Let P P ΨwpAθq be elliptic and have principal symbol ρwpξq.
(1) The absolute value |P | :“ ?P˚P is in ΨwpAθq and has principal symbol |ρwpξq|.
(2) For every z P C, the operator |P |z is in ΨwzpAθq and has principal symbol |ρwpξq|z.
Proof. By Proposition 3.20 and Proposition 3.21 the operator P˚P is in Ψ2wpAθq and has principal
symbol ρwpξq˚ρwpξq. In particular, its principal symbol is positive and invertible, i.e., P˚P is
elliptic and it satisfies (P1). It also satisfies (P2), since P˚P is formally selfadjoint and pP˚Pu|uq “
pPu|Puq ě 0 for all u P Aθ, which implies that the eigenvalues of P˚P must be non-negative.
Therefore, by Theorem 7.3 the absolute value |P | :“ ?P˚P is in ΨwpAθq and has principal symbola
ρwpξq˚ρwpξq “ |ρwpξq|. Note that |P | satisfies (P1) and (P2) as well, and so by Theorem 7.3
again, for every z P C, the operator |P |z is in ΨwzpAθq and has principal symbol |ρwpξq|z. The
proof is complete. 
Appendix A. Improper Integrals with Values in Locally Convex Spaces
In this appendix we gather a few facts about convergence of improper integrals with values in
some locally convex space.
In what follows we let E be a locally convex space. Given any continuous map f : ra, bs Ñ E its
Riemann integral
şb
a
fpλqdλ is defined in the same way as the Riemann integral of scalar-valued
functions (see, e.g., [11, 25]; see also [22, Appendix B]).
Given a continuous map f : ra,8q Ñ E we say that the integral ş8
a
fpλqdλ converges in E
when limbÑ8
şb
a
fpλqdλ exists. In this case we setż 8
a
fpλqdλ “ lim
bÑ8
ż b
a
fpλqdλ.
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Proposition A.1. Suppose that T : E Ñ F is a continuous linear map with values in some locally
convex space F . Let f : ra,8q Ñ E be a continuous map whose integral ş8
a
fpλqdλ converges in
E . Then the integral
ş8
a
T rfpλqsdλ converges in F , and we haveż 8
a
T
“
fpλq‰dλ “ T´ ż 8
a
fpλqdλ
¯
.
Proof. The composition T rfpλqs is a continuous map from ra,8q to F . Moreover, we haveşb
a
T rfpλqsdλ “ T pşb
a
fpλqdλq for 0 ă a ă b (see, e.g., [22, Proposition B.5]). Thus, in F we have
lim
bÑ8
ż b
a
T
“
fpλq‰dλ “ lim
bÑ8T
´ ż b
a
fpλqdλ
¯
“ T
´ ż 8
a
fpλqdλ
¯
.
This proves the result. 
Remark A.2. In the special case E “ C the above results shows that, for every ϕ P E 1, the integralş8
0
ϕrfpλqsdλ is convergent, and we have
(A.1)
ż 8
a
ϕ
“
fpλq‰dλ “ ϕ´ ż 8
a
fpλqdλ
¯
.
Note that this property uniquely determines the value of
ş8
a
fpλqdλ.
Proposition A.3. Let f : ra,8q Ñ E be a continuous map such that ş8
a
fpλqdλ converges in E .
Let φ : ra1,8q Ñ ra,8q be a C1-diffeomorphism. Then ş8
a1 φ
1pλqpf ˝ φqpλqdλ converges in E , and
we have ż 8
a1
φ1pλqpf ˝ φqpλqdλ “
ż 8
a
fpλqdλ.
Proof. The assumption that φ is a diffeomorphism ensures us that φ is increasing, φpa1q “ a, and
limλÑ8 φpλq “ 8. Therefore, by using [22, Proposition B.7] we getż b
a1
φ1pλqpf ˝ φqpλqdλ “
ż φpbq
a
fpλqdλ ÝÑ
ż 8
a
fpλqdλ as bÑ8.
This proves the result. 
It is convenient to interpret the above notion of convergence in term of Lebesgue integrations
of maps with values in locally convex spaces. A natural setting for this notion of integration is the
setting of quasi-complete locally convex Suslin spaces (see [45]; see also [22, Appendix B]). This
encompasses a large class of locally convex spaces, including separable Fre´chet spaces such as Aθ.
However, in the precise setting of this paper, we can bypass this as follows.
In what follows, given any Borel set Y Ă C, we say that a measurable map f : Y Ñ E is
absolutely integrable when
(A.2)
ż
Y
p
“
fpλq‰dλ ă 8 for every continuous semi-norm p on E .
Recall that a locally convex space is quasi-complete when every bounded Cauchy net is con-
vergent. For instance, Fre´chet spaces and their weak duals, as well as inductive limits of Fre´chet
spaces are quasi-complete (see, e.g., [46]).
Proposition A.4. Assume that E is quasi-complete. Then, for every absolutely integrable con-
tinuous map f : ra,8q Ñ E , the integral ş8
a
fpλqdλ converges in E .
Proof. Let f : ra,8q Ñ E be an absolutely integrable continuous map. Let p be a continuous
semi-norm on E . Given any b ě a we have
p
” ż b
a
fpλqdλ
ı
ď
ż b
a
p
“
fpλq‰dλ ď ż 8
a
p
“
fpλq‰dλ ă 8.
Similarly, given any c ě 0, we have
p
” ż b`c
a
fpλqdλ´
ż b
a
fpλqdλ
ı
“ p
” ż b`c
b
fpλqdλ
ı
ď
ż b`c
b
p
“
fpλq‰dλ ď ż 8
b
p
“
fpλq‰dλ.
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The absolute-integrability condition (A.2) ensures us that
ş8
b
p
“
fpλq‰dλÑ 0 as bÑ8. Therefore,
we see that, for every continuous semi-norm p on E , we have
sup
cě0
p
” ż b`c
a
fpλqdλ´
ż b
a
fpλqdλ
ı
ÝÑ 0 as bÑ8.
This shows that tşb
a
fpλqdλ; b ě au is a bounded Cauchy net in E . As E is quasi-complete, it then
follows that limbÑ8
şb
a
fpλqdλ exists in E . That is, the integral ş8
a
fpλqdλ converges in E . The
proof is complete. 
As an immediate consequence we have the following dominated convergence result.
Proposition A.5. Suppose that E is quasi-complete. Let f : ra,8q Ñ E be a continuous map
such that, for every continuous semi-norm p on E , there is a function gppλq P L1ra,8q such that
p
“
fpλq‰ ď gppλq @λ ě a.
Then fpλq is absolutely integrable, and the integral ş8
a
fpλqdλ converges in E .
The above considerations extend verbatim to integrals along rays Lφpaq “ eiφra,8q with a ě 0
and 0 ď φ ă 2pi. If f : Lφpaq Ñ E is a continuous map, then the integral
ş
Lφpaq fpλqdλ converges
in E when limbÑ8
şb
a
fpeiφλqdpeiφλq exists in E . In this case, and if Lφpaq is outward-oriented
(i.e., it is directed toward 8), then we setż
Lφpaq
fpλqdλ “ lim
bÑ8
ż b
a
fpeiφλqdpeiφλq.
There is a change of sign when Lφpaq is inward-oriented.
More generally, we can consider keyhole contours, by which we mean contours of the form,
Γ “ Lφ1paq Y Cφ1,φ2paq Y Lφ2paq, a ě 0, φ1 ą φ2 ě φ1 ´ 2pi,
where Cφ1,φ2paq is the arc of circle taeiφ; φ1 ě φ ě φ2u. The orientation of Γ is chosen so that
it agrees with the clockwise-orientation on Cφ1,φ2paq. Thus, Lφ1paq is inward-oriented, whereas
Lφ2paq is outward-oriented. For instance when φ1 “ pi, φ2 “ 0 and a “ 0 the contour Γ is just the
real line p´8,8q.
Figure 4. Examples of Keyhole Contours
Given a continuous map f : Γ Ñ E we say that the contour integral ş
Γ
fpλqdλ converges in E
when the integrals
ş
Lφ1 paq fpλqdλ and
ş
Lφ2 paq fpλqdλ both converge in E . In this case we setż
Γ
fpλqdλ “
ż
Lφ1 paq
fpλqdλ`
ż
Cφ1,φ2 paq
fpλqdλ`
ż
Lφ2 paq
fpλqdλ,
where the middle integral in the r.h.s. is defined as a Riemann integral.
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At the exception of Proposition A.3 all the previous results of this section hold verbatim for
this kind of improper integrals. We also have the following version of Proposition A.3.
Proposition A.6. Suppose that Γ is a keyhole contour, and let f : Γ Ñ E be a continuous
map whose integral
ş
Γ
fpλqdλ converges in E. Then, for every t ą 0, the integral ş
tΓ
fpt´1λqdλ
converges in E , and we have ż
tΓ
fpt´1λqdλ “ t
ż
Γ
fpλqdλ.
We are mostly interested in the case where fpλq is an HoldpΛq-map, where Λ is some open
pseudo-cone containing the contour Γ. Note that keyhole contours themselves are pseudo-cones.
Proposition A.7. Assume that E is quasi-complete. Let fpλq P HoldpΛ;E q, d ă ´1, where Λ is
some open pseudo-cone. In addition, let Γ be a keyhole contour contained in Λ.
(1) The contour integral
ş
Γ
fpλqdλ converges in E .
(2) Let T : E Ñ F be a continuous linear map with values in some other locally convex space
F . Then, the integral
ş
Γ
T rfpλqsdλ converges in F , and we haveż
Γ
T
“
fpλq‰dλ “ T´ ż
Γ
fpλqdλ
¯
.
(3) Let Γ1 Ă Λ be either a keyhole contour or a clockwise-oriented Jordan curve, and assume
there is a domain Ω Ă Λ such that BΩ “ ΓY Γ1. Then, we haveż
Γ
fpλqdλ “
ż
Γ1
fpλqdλ.
Proof. As Γ is a pseudo-cone ĂĂ Λ, for every continuous semi-norm p on E , there is CΓp ą 0 such
that
p
“
fpλq‰ ď p1` |λ|qd @λ P Γ.
As d ă ´1 and E is quasi-complete, it follows from Proposition A.5 that fpλq is absolutely
integrable and the integral
ş
Γ
fpλqdλ converges in E . This proves the first part. Combining it
with Proposition A.1 gives the 2nd part.
It remains to prove the 3rd part. Let Γ1 Ă Λ be either a keyhole contour or a clockwise-oriented
Jordan curve, and assume there is a domain Ω Ă Λ such that BΩ “ ΓYΓ1. In addition, let ϕ P E 1.
The composition ϕ˝fpλq is contained in HoldpΛq, and so this is an integrable holomorphic function
on Ω. Therefore, if we orient BΩ suitably, then we get
0 “
ż
BΩ
ϕ rfpλqs dλ “
ż
Γ
ϕ rfpλqs ´
ż
Γ1
ϕ rfpλqs dλ.
Combining this with (A.1) we obtain
ϕ
´ ż
Γ
fpλqdλ
¯
“ ϕ
´ ż
Γ1
fpλqdλ
¯
@ϕ P E 1.
As E 1 separates the point of E by Hahn-Banach theorem, we see that ş
Γ
fpλqdλ “ ş
Γ1 fpλqdλ. This
proves the 3rd part. The proof is complete. 
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 5.29
In this Appendix, we include a proof of Proposition 5.29. Recall that the topology ofL pA 1θ ,Aθq
is generated by the semi-norms,
R ÝÑ sup
uPB
}δαpRuq}, B Ă A 1θ bounded, α P Nn0 .
We have the following description of bounded sets in A 1θ .
Lemma B.1. A subset B Ă A 1θ is bounded in A 1θ if and only if there s P R such that B is
contained and bounded in H
psq
θ .
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Proof. This a a special case of a general result for inductive limits of compact inclusions of Banach
spaces, but we shall give a proof for reader’s convenience. By Proposition 3.27 the strong topology
of A 1θ agrees with the inductive limit of the H
psq
θ -topologies. Equivalently, this is the strongest
locally convex topology with respect to which the inclusion ofH
psq
θ into A
1
θ is continuous for every
s P R. Thus, a basis of neighborhoods of the origin in A 1θ consists of all convex balanced sets U
such that U XH psqθ is a neighborhood of the origin in H psqθ for every s P R.
Bearing this in mind, a subset B Ă A 1θ is bounded when, given any neigborhood U of the
origin in A 1θ , there is t ą 0 such that tB Ă U . As the inclusion of H psqθ , s P R, into A 1θ is
continuous, it is immediate that any bounded set of H
psq
θ is bounded in A
1
θ .
Conversely, let B be a bounded set of A 1θ . With a view toward contradiction assume that B
is not a bounded set in any H
psq
θ . Given s P R and r ą 0 let us denote by Bpsqprq the open
ball in H
psq
θ of radius r about the origin. The above assumption means that, for every s P R, we
cannot find r ą 0 such that B Ă Bpsqprq. In particular, there is up0q P B such that up0q R Bp0qp1q,
i.e.,
ř |up0qk |2 ą 1, and so there is an integer N0 such that ř|k|ďN0 |up0qk |2 ą 1. Likewise, there is
up1q P B such that řxky´2|up1qk |2 ą 2ř|k|ďN0 |up0qk |2, and so there is also an integer N1 such thatř
|k|ďN1xky´2|up1qk |2 ą 2
ř
|k|ďN0 |up0qk |2. Repeating this argument allows us to construct sequences
pN`q`ě0 Ă N0 and pup`qq`ě0 Ă B such that
(B.1)
ÿ
|k|ďN``1
xky´2p``1q ˇˇup``1qk ˇˇ2 ą 2 ÿ
|k|ďN`
xky´2` ˇˇup`qk ˇˇ2 for all ` ě 0.
For ` ě 0 set µ` “ 2´`ř|k|ďN`xky´2`|up`qk |2, and define
U “
č
`ě0
"
u P A 1θ ;
ÿ
|k|ďN`
xky´2`|uk|2 ă µ`
*
.
Note that (B.1) ensures us that pµ`q`ě0 is an increasing sequence.
Claim. U is a neighborhood of the origin in A 1θ .
Proof of the Claim. For ` ě 0 set p`puq “ př|k|ďN`xky´2`|uk|2q 12 , u P A 1θ . This defines semi-norms
on A 1θ . In particular, we see that U is a convex balanced set. Therefore, in order to prove the
claim it is enough to show that U XH psqθ is a neighborhood of the origin in H psqθ for every s P R.
In fact, as the inclusion of H
psq
θ into H
ps1q
θ is continuous for s ą s1, it is enough to show this for
s “ ´`0 with `0 P N.
Given `0 P N, let  P p0,?µ`0q. We observe that if u P Bp´`0qpq and ` ě `0, thenÿ
|k|ďN`
xky´2`|uk|2 ď
ÿ
kPZn
xky´2`0 |uk|2 ă 2 ă µ`0 ď µ`.
This shows that Bp´`0qpq Ă tu P A 1θ ; p`puq ă ?µ`u for ` ě `0. Thus,
U XBp´`0qpq “
č
`ă`0
!
u P Bp´`0qpq; p`puq ă ?µ`
)
.
As the semi-norms p` are continuous on H
p´`0q
θ , it then follows that U XBp´`0qpq is an open set
of H
p´`0q
θ , and so U XH p´`0qθ is a neighborhood of the origin in H p´`0qθ for every `0 P N. The
proof is complete. 
The above claim leads us to a contradiction as follows. As B is bounded in A 1θ and U is a
neighborhood of the origin in A 1θ , there is t ą 0 such that tB Ă U . In particular, tup`q P U for
all ` ě 0. Now, choose ` so that 2´` ď t2. Then we haveÿ
|k|ďN`
xky´2`t2|up`qk |2 ě
ÿ
|k|ďN`
2´`xky´2`|up`qk |2 “ µ`.
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Thus, tup`q cannot be contained in U . This is a contradiction. Therefore, if B is a bounded set
of A 1θ , then it must be a bounded set of H
psq
θ for some s P R. This proves the result. 
We are now in a position to prove Proposition 5.29.
Proof of Proposition 5.29. Given s, t P R, the continuity of the inclusions H psqθ Ă A 1θ and Aθ Ă
H
ptq
θ implies that the natural embedding of L pA 1θ ,Aθq into L pH psqθ ,H ptqθ q is continuous, and
so } ¨ }s,t is a continuous semi-norm on L pA 1θ ,Aθq.
Moreover, we know by Proposition 3.27 that the topology of Aθ is generated by the Sobolev
norms } ¨ }t, t P R. Therefore, the topology of L pA 1θ ,Aθq is generated by the semi-norms.
R ÝÑ sup
uPB
}Ru}t, B Ă A 1θ bounded, t P R.
Bearing this in mind, let t P R and let B be a bounded subset of A 1θ . By Lemma B.1 there is s P R
such that B is a bounded subset of H
psq
θ , i.e., there is  ą 0 such that B Ă tu PH psqθ ; }u}s ď u.
Thus, for all R P L pA 1θ ,Aθq, we have
sup
uPB
}Ru}t ď sup
uPH psqθ}u}sď
}Ru}t ď  sup
uPH psqθ}u}sď1
}Ru}t “ }R}s,t.
All this ensures us that the norms } ¨ }s,t, s, t P R, generate the topology of L pA 1θ ,Aθq. The proof
is complete. 
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